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Misery loves company RA conducts 
ethnic diversity 
program 
Ithacan / Greg Hollmann 
Gary MIiier, from Newark, NY, watches daughter, Kristin, play soccer during Ithaca's 2-2 tie 
against top ranked WIiiiam Smith last Thursday afternoon. 
St»~~µf gov~rnment .. e~mines: 
new off-campus proposal · 
By Heather Zuzick force was fonnedearlierthis year to 
Students who were upset with address issues related to the off 
last year's changes in the off-cam- campus housing application pro-
. pus housing application procedures cess. 
now have a chance to make a differ- This task force came about be-
ence. cause of the "negative feedback" 
Guidelinesforarevisedoff-cam- , from last spring's application pro-
pus housing application process cess. Both parents and security were 
were announced at the Tuesday, concerned about students who 
OcL 2, Student Government Asso- camped out in front of the office of 
ciation Meeting. residential life to ensure priority 
Bonnie Solt-Prunty, room as- approval, Solt-Prunty said. 
signments coordinator, outlined a The task force's central func-
suggested proposal for this year's tion is "to address concerns raised 
off-campus housing application last spring [about the fairness of the 
process. process] by parents and students," 
AccordingtoSolt-Pnmty,atask said Solt-Prunty. 
The old application process, 
which often led to the "separation 
of housemates," has not yet been 
officially revised. 
Solt-Prunty said the task force's 
intent is to review processes used in 
the past, so that they may be able to 
present a recommendation for a 
procedural change to the office of 
residential life. 
Laurie Goldstein, vice president 
for campus affairs, urged students 
to express their views on the off 
campus housing application pro-
cess, and welcomes all questions 
and comments about the suggested 
procedural change. 
A new organization helps to mold 
tomorrow's leaders today 
By Jeff Selingo 
Several IC students on the sixth 
floor of East Tower received an 
interesting lesson in ethnic diver-
sity recently. 
On Monday, Sept. 30, resident's 
assistant, Sharon Swimmer '94 con-
ducted a different type of program. 
The students on the floor were 
divided into two groups: one con-
sisting of dark eyes, the other con-
sisting·of all students with blue eyes. 
The dark-eyed students were 
considered the minority and were 
not allowed to take the elevator and 
they could only use one set of stairs. 
The dark-eyed students could 
only use one of three shower stalls. 
Swimmer removed the curtain from 
that stall. They couldn't occupy the 
bathroom while it was being used 
by a blue-eyed student or talk to 
their room ate if she was a blue-eyed 
student, according to Swimmer. 
This program is based upon the 
psychology experiment called the 
Stanley Milgrim Study. With the 
approval of the resident director 
and the office of residential life, the 
program began on Sunday, Sept. 29 
with a floor meeting. 
"I gave them as much 'informa-
tion as I possibly could. However, I 
couldn't tell them everything, be-
cause it would cause a bias and the 
program would have never 
worked," Swimmer said. 
According to Swimmer, she got 
the idea from the movie "The Class 
Divided," which she saw in her 
Foundations of Education class. 
"At first I was going to show a 
movie and have a discussion, but I 
wanted something to make an im-
pact, for the students to rebel, and to 
be frustrated," Swimmer said. 
Many students were offended at 
first, but changed their mind after a 
floor meeting on Tuesday night, 
according to Swimmer. 
Robyn Wallace '94, Miriam 
By Kate Springer students into the program based on Campus." Raper said the coordina- Greenfield '95, Stacy Orenstein '95, 
J'he futures of studentorganiza- their college applications, 14 stu- tors are hoping to bring in some and Allyson Chin '95 were all in-
tions across campus are in good dents responded. present student leaders to speak. terviewed for this article following 
handsaccordingtoJudyRaper,co- "14 students is a really good Thecharacteristicsofaneffec- the floor meeting, in the lounge 
coordinatorofanewprogramcalled number to work with, although we live leader are to be discussed at the with Swimmer presenL 
EXCEL. were really hoping to have closer to third workshop, which is called "So "I honestly was not offended by 
EXCEL stands for Experiences 20," Raper said. What is a Leader?" it, because I realized it was a pro-
ChallengingEmergingLeadersand AccordingtoRaper,theprogram According to Raper, the fourth gram. It was necessary to make a 
is-being co-sponsored by Residen- consists of a series of six leadership workshop will deal with leadership point," Wallace said. 
tial-Life and Campus Activities. workshops that are aimed at creat- versus followership, and is a very "I was made aware of the pro-
. EXCELisheadedbyRaper,resi- ing a sense of connectivene~ in importantpartoftheprogram. gram later on. People said it dis-
dencedirectorofTenaces 1-3,Sha- new students.to the college. One of the last workshops is criminated against people, but that 
ron Policello, director of campus Raper said that in addition to "Ethics in Leadership" and will in- was the whole point," Greenfield 
activitiesandMikeLindbetg,assis- attending the workshops, qte stu- ttoducesome~ible~ariosthat said.- Greenfield said she was of-
tant director of campus acµvities. dents are required to get involved leaders may face dealing with ethi· fendedatfust. but once she realized 
. The program helps q~fied _ with at ~t one organi7.ation an~ cal dilemmas, Raper said. what w~ going on_she understood. 
freshmenadjus.tto_thene~.l~dez-. keep a JOurµal about the.-:expen- The program will end with the .. ltgavemeaaueunderstanding 
· ship-positions. ~y ·may .encounter ence. · · · lastworlcshop which is "Bringing it · of disciimination,anditdidn 'tcause 
as well as hetpm· g them to ·get. in- .. The ~firsf m~eting .w~s a All Togelber." . _ any major· mconviences," Stacy 
volved·ori a big~ level.than they teambuilderwbich~wedtb~pat-_ · . ;nrls-will:gi~ ~eparticipants·a · . 9ffllstein '95 said · · 
-· may .have been. used to in ~gb licipalits ~ get 10 know~~ other. chance. to. process.-what they have · · ··1 understood the point she was 
school;~per ~~- .· . _ . The second.workshop is entitled done·over-the course of the semes- trying to-make. fl Chin·said. · 
. -. · . TheEXCELplannelsmVIted200 · •tltow to 0toose· .Involvemerit on tez and to set goals for lhe-fu~ . ·. . Julie Robinso,, '94~ who wasn't. 
interviewed in Swimmer's presence 
had a different reaction to the pro-
gram, "In my past experience in a 
residence hall, I think the programs 
should bring people together, and 
not separate them. A program 
should enhance a student's aware-
ness rather then inhibit their daily 
lives." 
"If she was interested in doing 
this particular program she should 
have thoroughly explained it, and 
ask those who would be interested, 
not impose it on us," Robinson said. 
According to Robinson, she took 
a shower in one of the stalls desig-
nated for those with blue eyes. Later : 
in the day Robinson said "[Swim-
mer] took my social security num-
ber as if she was going to write me 
up." 
"l wanted to make the residents , 
rebel; and hate me so I did write 
names and social ~ty number.s 
of those who broke the roles," 
Swimmer said. 
Of the residents of the floor, 18 
students filled out a -Student Pro-
gram Evaluation Form anony-
mously. 
"It was not a topic you like, it 
was effective though," according 
to one survey form. 
One resident "didn't expect it to 
be so extreme." 
Another resident "did not know 
what to expect beforehand," accord-
ing to another survey form. 
According to IC policy, when 
any projects are conducted using a 
human subject the study must pass 
through the All-College Review 
Board for Human Subjects Re-
search. 
According to Mary Lee Seibert, 
. associate provost, and a member of 
the Human Subjects board, this pro-
gram would not have to pass before 
the board "since it is not a project 
for student research." ' 
"ff the students have a problem 
with the program, then their ques-
tions should be directed toresidental 
life, who approve all their own pro-
grams," Seibert said. 
"Toe intent of the program was 
to educate and for discussion, and 
not to study their actions," David 
Prunty, area coordinator for the 
Towers/Apartments/New Hall 
Area, said . 
Maria Cambray, resident direc-
tor of the towers, was unavailable 
forcommenL 
"I discussed the program with 
Maria[Cambray] andafterlooking 
at the evaluations feel it was a posi-
tive experience," Prunty said. 
Prunty said that the program was 
never ·intended to impose on the 
students, and a .. certain amount of 
information had to be witheld from 
the students to add legitimacy to the 
program." 
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Ithacan Inquirer 
By Ezra Basom· 
Question: 
How safe do you feel on the IC campus? 
Becky Calabrese'92 
Physical Therapy 
" I feel safe. The blue lights, 
indoor hallways and the 
closed campus generally 
have a safe feeling to them." 
Matt Greaves '94 
English 
"As a guy I feel very safe. 
Girls should watch themselves 
at night." 
Stacy Cohan '95 
Math and Economics 
" I feel really safe o~ Ithaca's 
campus. I think the blue light 
phones are a good idea." 
Join The Ithacan 
.--1.-~ 
news writing staff 
News writers· meetings are held every Thursday 
at 7 p.m. All majors and years welcome. No 
experience necessary. Call or stop· into 
The Ithacan office Park 269, 274-3207 
Building· 
your self 
confidence 
By Dr. Rosemary Clarke 
Self-confidence, with it we can 
go a long way because we_believ~ 
in ourselves and act Without it 
we don't get very far because we 
tend to hold back, afraid to risk 
the new or unknown. Even when 
we have self-confidence, it's 
tough to hang onto. 
Everyday setbacks and disap-
pointments are always there to 
cut down our confidence and self 
esteem. We question ourselves 
regarding how well we do things. 
So, while under stress we're 
still pressed to prove we are not · 
inept or lacking in some way. 
And when this happens-during 
low energy - it's real easy to 
come up with evidence that un-
dermines our confidence. 
Work on your self- confidence 
along the following lines: 1 
1. Recognize what you do well 
and stroke yourself. Brag a little 
and share out loud with someone 
whatyoulikeaboutyourself. "But 
I don 'twant to be conceited," you 
say. It's called tooting your own 
horn and it doesn't hurt to do it 
now and then. Positive energy is 
actually quite contagious. 
·October 3, 1991 
· Counselor's 
. Corner 
MtiM 
. ' 
ing and· actualizing your inner 
potentials and talents. Others are 
challenges ,to overcoming your 
weakness. 
4. Choose to see the positive in 
whatever you are doing. People 
with self-confidence value ex-
periences ,for what they are. 
They're not so focused on end 
results that they don't enjoy the 
process of getting there. 
5. Don't compare yourself to 
others, especially if you are in 
the habit of coming out last 
Accept your potential, your 
uniqueness and your difference 
from others. Work to enhance 
yourtalentsand abilities for your-
self, not to be better or less than 
anyone else. 
6. Practice affinnations. These 
are powerful messages that you 
give to yourself that counter 
negative programming. Visual-
ize yourself acting with your full 
power' and self confidence and 
then step into the picture. Nur-
ture yourself and provide for your 
self those messages that enhance 
your own worth. 
7. Finally, pick people to be 
around who are valuing and af-
finning, and becom~ that way 
yourself. Self-confidence grows 
from strength. Like a magnet, 
you'll find that the more confi-
dence you have, the more you 
attract people because you feel 
good to be around. 
2. Recognize your own strengths 
and weaknesses or "soft spots" as 
one author tenns them. It's okay 
to have soft spots. We don't have 
to be perfect or the best at every-
thing: Our soft spots are what we 
have room to grow and improve 
upon. 
3. Set realistic goals based on . Dr. Rosemary Clarke is a coun-
your strengths and your weak- seloratthelthacaCollegeCoun-
nesses. Some goals are for utiliz- seling Center. 
PIZZA! 
WINGS! 
Only at Rogan's 
Always at Rogan's 
Ithaca College Theatre 
SUBS! 
.. The Way You Want Them, 
Wizen You Want Them. Rock Bottom at Rogan's! ' 
Medium Pizza 2 Medium Pizzas 
with 1 topping and 2 16 01. sodas 
$5.50 
Large Pizza 
with 1 topping and 2 I 6 01.. sodas 
$8.50 
r 
with 4 16oz. sodas 
$9.95 
2 Large Pizzas 
with 4 16oz. sodas 
$14.95 
Large pizza 
2 16 oz. sodas 
24 wings 
$~ 
You must mention this ad when ordering· 
"Make the Call." 
ROGAN'S CORNER 
273-6006 · . 
' ' ' . . 
Noon Ull 2:00 a.m. Fii.-Sat. Noon till 1:30 a:m. Sun.-Thuts. 
We gladly accept VISA and MASTERCARD 
We gladly accept our competitors' coupons on·pi7.za ·, ' ' 
presents 
Broadway's most-successful musical. 
Co-produced with the School of Music. 
October 22-26, 1991 
Hoerner Theatre 
Dillingham Center for the Performing Arts 
Box Office opens October 7th. 
Hours: Monday-Friday, 12 noon- 5 p.m. 
Please note: This show contains la11guage/situations 
that may not be s~itable for all audiences. 
Call 274-3224! 
1991-92 Season 
' .. ' ~ . . 
I , r •• I 
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IC ·receives high rating 
. By Meli~ Erwich 
Ithaca College has Qeen :rec-
ognized by two publications for 
its academic programs and fa. 
cilities. 
IC received praise for its 
course offerings, Exploratory 
_Program, location, learning fa. 
cilities, faculty and the Roy H. 
ParkSchoolof Communications. 
for recognition. · 
The Sept. 30 edition of the 
magazine ranked IC numqer 
seven among the top colleges 
and universities in the northern 
region of the United States. 
Sheriff's IDs no longer good 
to buy alcohol or get in bars 
IC is among the colleges and 
universities included in ;'The. 
1992 Guide to 101 of the Best 
Values in America's Colleges 
and Universities," according to 
a press release from the Center 
for Studies in College Enroll-
ment and Tuition Issues. 
The center, based in 
Bridgewater, MA., just outside 
of Boston, collects data on sev-
eral thousand colleges and uni-
versities and publishes a news-
letteron trends in college admis-
sions and college costs. 
This is the first time the book 
is being published, according to 
David Wilson,editorof thebook. 
"The bookwillnowbepublished 
annually. We are already work-
ing on next year's edition," Wil-
son said. 
"The Roy H. Park School of 
Communications, for example, 
has state-of-the-art facilities as 
radio and television productions 
that surpass many professional 
outlets," according to the 220-
page book. 
The book also includes facts 
on campus life, success of fresh-
men, costs, financial aid, admis-
sions criteria, and approximate 
future tuition expenses at IC. 
A _student entering Ithaca in 
the year 2003, will have to pay 
approximately $37,144 J)'.Cr year 
if the costs were to rise an aver-
age of six percent annually for 
the next few years, according to 
the book. 
Another publication, U.S. 
News & World Report, also re-
cently singled out Ithaca College 
IC received an overall score 
of 89.7 out of 100. Worcester 
Polytechnical Institute in Mas-
sachusetts ranked nwnber one, 
receivinganoverallscoreof 100. 
The magazine rated the 
schools on the basis of test scores, 
graduation rateS, faculty-student 
ratios, academic reputation and 
student satisfaction. 
Dave Maley, manager of pub-_ 
licinfonnation,saiditistooearly 
in the year to predict how these 
new rankings might affect the 
ongoing application process. 
"We can't make any predic-
tions until the actual applica-
tions are sent in and counted," he 
said. 
InU.S.News'overallratings, 
Harvard University placed first, 
followed by Yale University, 
Stanford and Princeton. Cornell 
University placed 12th. 
By Cynthia Boyer 
Students who rely on sheriffs 
identification to buy alcohol or get 
into bars will soon find their social 
life hampered. This is because of a 
New York State law, that goes into 
effect Nov. 1. 
"Apparently the state found that 
there were a number of altered 
sheriffs IDs and to eliminate the 
use of these IDs to buy booze, they 
passed this ruling," Tompkins 
County Sheriff Emery Guest said. 
_sheriffs IDs were intended to 
be used primarily for cashing checks 
and as a form of general identifica-
tion, not for the purchase of alco-
hol, Guest said. 
According to Gues~ false IDs 
aren'tamajorprobleminthiscountY., 
but there have been some isolated 
incidents. 
The Onondaga Sheriffs depart-
ment confiscated several altered 
Tompkins County IDs once. Guest 
said that they looked nothing like 
the real IDs. "This new ruling will 
eliminate the use of false sheriffs 
IDs to buy alcohol," Guest said. 
Local businesses do not see the 
ruling as being a major problem. 
Richard Wright,managerof Plum's 
bar/restaurant said that it would not 
affect his business at all. 
Plum's does not accept sheriffs 
IDs printed before 1991 anyway. It 
became much harder to get a 
sheriffs ID after 1991. Now, you 
need a picture ID and birth certifi-
cate to get a sheriff's ID, Wright 
said. 
Students who_ are caught with 
false IDs can receive stiff penalties 
ranging from fines to jail sentences. 
Five years ago, two students were 
caught by the IC Office of Campus 
Safety for manufacturing false 
Pennsylvania drivers' licenses. 
They faced maximwn sentences 
for the felonies off orging IDs. This 
case was turned over to local law 
enforcement officials. 
OUNDS 
·iNE 
Jyc· 
Compact 
Stereo System 
Billboard@ SONY 
roP 10 Discman 
$1199 
. fAP6~lmenU3 0~ Houses 
i - &outh Hdl 
FREE PARKING 
for 30 minutes in 
Center Ithaca 
Parking Lot 
with any purchase 
.---~-
I ·-·~ • • .:. J 
.. -~ J I 
MX-30 $499 
-COMPACT DISC 
Sug. Retail $_1599 
$699 
CASSETTES 
Sug. Retail S949 
D-33 
I (1-14 people) 
I NEWLY QENOVATED: carpeting. 
dishwasher, contem~rary furni-
ture, laundry, off-street parkin8· 
CENTER ITHACA Sug. Retail ssoo 
277-4766 $799 Sug. Retail s1999s _ : : • Mega Bass Ne30Uable Rents 
OPEN: M. T. W. Sat. 10-6 
·rh & Fr 10:9 Suii. 12:5 
• Compact Disc 
• Dual Cassette 
• 25 Watts/ChanneJ 
CASSETTES 
Sug. Retail SJ, 04~ 
• Bx Oversampling 
• Programming Call '272-3389 or '257-4164 
Here's Jello In Your Eye 
UR CO) (C lK 1r CO) IB3 ]EUR JFJE § 1r O ~ J1. 
SAB would like to thank all those who helped put 
"ROCK "into October! 
. ~:;:., .... ·, , . 
Special thanks to: 
eMichael Lindberg -Happy Birthday Buddha! 
eAl Cobane .& Physical Plant 
eBureau of Concerts (which is not. a part of SAB) 
eCampus Center & Special Events 
:eSAB Exe_cutive -Board 
: · : -··especial-Events C?mmittee-es_pecially 
. -. __ Janet, Rachel, BIii, Jas~n, ·G1~~- & Raphael. 
eAll the organizations w~o participated. 
··. _: : _, · · *Exira special thanks to: , 
Loo1/y To.onz, ~nagglet~oth, 1 ~6 VIG' & B-rother Meat!l 
for putting the''ROCK"znto ROCKTC?ff~~f f,ST. ! f. -. 
'i'hitnks· Again!!. 
Heidi & Sui --.: 
Q. ·1·t- -G-. -- _:I. -t- . - A-nd; More ·-0· f ·It ~-~::~!::Y.:; .. .-:. :--~---~. ~.,!. '" .. : -' .. ' . -... : ..... -.... ' 
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IC obtains ·approval 
to show videotap~s · · 
By Sandra Ortland studentswanttodo,"Policellosaid, 
Ithaca College recently signed a "It's fun and it's inexpensive." 
blanket license contract with two Ithaca College signed contracts 
major film distribution companies withtwocompanies,Filmslnc.and 
in order to secure legal ac~ess to Swank. Togetherthesedistributors 
videocassettes shown on campus. represent over 5500 titles. 
A blanket license allows institu- According to Policello, a cam-
tions, like Ithaca College, to show pus organization must pick a movie 
copyrighted movies in public ar- that one of the companies offers. 
eas, such as the Egbert Union and An additional $50 to $100 fee will 
residence halls. be needed to rent movies not on 
This license is a contractual their lists. 
agreement between the representa- All Walt Disney movies will cost 
live of the copyright holder and the extra because Disney is a company 
institution. that does not allow their films to be 
SharonPolicello,directorofstu- covered under a blanket license, 
dent activities, said that colleges Policello said. 
nationwide were sent letters and The procedure to rent a movie is 
brochures from Films Inc., a major simple. The film can be rented at 
movie distributor, defining public any video rental store. The title of 
performance licenses and their ne- the film must be reported to campus 
cessity. activities board and then to the dis-
Policello said that the brochure tributor. 
was an effort on the part of the film Each blanket license costs ap-
, companies to educate the public. proximately $8,000 to $10,000, 
Accordingtothebrochure,with- Policello said. IC paid $6350 for 
' out a public performance license two licenses, one from Films Inc. 
from the copyright owner, it is a and one from Swank. · 
violation of federal law to exhibit IC received a considerable dis-
prerecorded videocassettes beyond count from Films Inc. and Swank 
the scope of the family and social due to the amount of business Stu-
acquaintences. dent Activities Board (SAB) has 
After reviewing the film mate- done with these companies over the 
rial, it was obvious that Ithaca Col- years. 
lege would have to purchase a blan- The only guideline is that no 
ket license, Policello said. campus organization or residence 
Alargenumberoforganizations hall can show a movie within 30 
on campus base many of their so- days that SAB has shown it, 
cial gatherings on video showings. Policello said. 
These showings are technically The video policy will become a 
illegal without the purchase of a strictcollegepolicy,subjecttopen-
public performance license, alty if violated, Policello said. 
Policello said. Police1lo said that she hoped the 
"There is no doubt that this [ vid- policy will be implemented by next 
eocassette rental] is something our week. 
-,_ 
--- -- --
-
' ... r . -- ~ ............ , 
. ... . - ,:, ... 
... 'pc'tober "3'; 1991 
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Ithacan I Tom Arundel 
Jewish Chaplain, Michael Faber holds an Etrog and Lisa Grossman '92 holds a Lulav In the 
Sukkah that was built next to the Muller Chapel. The Sukkah is built every year to celebrate the 
Jewish Sukkot, the full harvest festival or festival of booths. 
Put an end to the dating game 
By Jacki Donati 
Finding a date is hard enough, 
yet alone planning creative activi-
ties for the evening. If the down-
town scene doesn't please you, and 
you 're sick of dinner and a movie, 
it's time to try "2,002 Things To Do 
On a Date," a new book that puts an 
end to drab dates. 
Dale Edwards, a former Univer-
sity of Indiana student, and girl-
friend Cyndi Haynes started writ-
ing the 116-page volume on their 
I 35th date, and mailed the manu-
. 
script on their 286th date. 
The authors said that being in 
their early 30s made them authori-
'ties on dating. The inspiration ~or 
the book hit after the couple, tired 
of monotonous dates, decided to 
get creative about their time to-
gether. 
The book also offers tips on first 
dates, and ways of checking to see 
if a relationship has a future. 
For instance, a chapter entitled 
"An .Enlightened Date" suggests 
that you "spend an evening count-
ing your blessings," or "go to a 
biofeedback seminar." 
''We haven 'treally done all 2,002 
things ourselves," admits Edwards, 
"But since publishing the book, 
we've had a couple of times when 
we didn't know what we wanted to 
do, so we've gone through the book 
and found something to do." 
The authors repon the book is a 
hit not just with single people, but 
married couples as well. 
College Press Service contributed 
to this article.- · 
•? •• 272-7 402 !• Sh a Ii mar Brings You The W or 1 d 
la lJ~ 533 W St f ti Ethnic Inspi_rcd Fashions & Accessories 
;: ;~.dJ;~ul/ServlU . Atthec6m2.o7 > ' House of Sh· a· 1·1·m--'. a·· r J 1---' 'JV,-.· sea_utySalon · · w. ·State ~:md-M~qdo\(1/-,-_{I -I , 0 · t 1 · ·_ - - · ·· · · ~~a~~-~a. ~-:i..~~-~~ • .,.....~,-.;.JI .··t1;; · _ ... __ q~n own thaca C~)mmo~s -~ O~e~ ~y~ry_qa~ ~?~.~?.9.~~ _ . jJ 
~ 
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Organization focuses on violence against women 
By Chris Lewis 
In an effort to increase aware-
ness among IC students and the 
Ithaca community about the prob-
lem of violenceconfrontingtoday's 
women, a new_campus organiza-
tion has evolved. 
According to the organization 
recognition application, "Students 
Against Violence Against Women" 
will discuss such concerns as rape, 
"jap" baiting, lesbian bashing, ra-
cial violence, and other violent so-
cw interactions. 
Sharon Policello, director of stu-
dent ctivities, said that the new or-
ganization was approved and regis-
tered on Sept.13, and its members 
must be 51 percent IC students, 
faculty, or staff. 
According to the group's lead-
ership quartet of seniors Amy Best, 
ShannonParker,Ami Scnauber,and 
Jo-Ann McIntyre, some future ob-
; jectives include such programs as 
rallies against violence towards 
. women, circulation of literature on 
· this topic; and possibly passing a 
mandatory course for freshmen stu-
dents on violence targeting women. 
According to Parker, the main 
. goal of the group is to "raise the 
consciousness" of the issue among 
the campus and community. 
"People are afraid to admit the prob-
lem of vi~lenc~ on the IC cam_pus," 
Parker said. 
Parker stressed that the non-hi-
erarchical authority format of the 
organization (the leaders sharing 
the direction of tasks) will create an 
open atmosphere of informality 
when dealing with sensitive issues, 
which will be less threatening for 
prospective members. 
Treasurer Ami Schnauber is the 
only official with a specific job, 
because of the need to be recog-
nized as part of the IC budget. 
According to Parker, many of 
Qie group members were originally 
involved with community associa-
tions such as the "Task Force for 
Batte'fed Women" and the "Ithaca 
Rape Crisis" center. 
A key goal will be to recruit 
more freshmen and sophomores to 
ensure the group's survival. Gradu-
ation will place a huge dent in cur-
rent group numbers. 
Sociology Professor Judith 
Barker, the group's faculty advisor, 
says that her experience with simi-
lar organizations at the University 
of Oregon and the surrounding city 
of Eugene has helped her relate to 
.._' 
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SENIOR 
SENIORS 
Remember these dates: 
October 7, a,·9, 10, 11 
21,22,23,24,25 
These are the days you can sign ue for your 
senior portrait - the'picture that will be used 
in the 1991-92 edition of The Cayugan. 
Sign up in the Campus Center lobby from 11 
a.ni. to 1 p.m. either of these days. 
Don't be left out ot the u~rbook! 
Questions? Call The Coyugan office, 274-1102. 
A $13 sitting fee will be due at the time portraits are 
tal<en. Portraits wlll be taken Oct. 28-Nov. 8. 
"People are afraid to 
admit the problem of 
violence on the IC 
campus." . 
-Shannon Parker '92, 
one of four SAVA W leaders 
the situation in Ithaca. 
Barker, who's also involved with 
the Ithaca Rape Crisis center and is 
the on the Board of Directors for the 
Task Force for Battered Women, 
said that federal law now requires 
colleges to report campus crime 
and violence. 
Best and Barker agreed that the 
original idea for the group stemmed 
from Best's concerns last summer, 
and Nina Cummings, a paid staff 
memberofasimilargroupatComell 
University, worked with Best and 
herself to start formulating ideas 
for an IC organization. 
"I'm glad the group exists now," 
Barker said, who also emphasized 
that the group has been "student 
initiated" ever since. 
According to Parker, two major 
programs of the organization in-
clude "Gotcha", of which the de-
tails are being kept secret, and 
"Speak Out", a takeoff of an idea 
used by the campus group GALA. 
Best would only reveal that the 
"Gotcha'.' program would take place 
over Halloween. "Speak Out" en-
tails victimized women visiting so-
cial science classes to discuss the 
trauma of violence towards women. 
Best is hoping to fonn a campus-
wide speak out sometime soon. 
Thefirst"SpeakOut"isgoingto 
take place on Oct. 9 in a sociology 
class. Professor Barker said that the 
"discussion panel" of orators is in 
the phase of creating a training pro-
gram. 
"I'm looking for a plan includ-
ing an aim for peer education, so 
it's possible that most of our speak-
ers will be students who have suf-
fered from violence ... although this 
is not meant to discourage the wel-
come of community speakers," 
Barker said. She said that her 
.. Women's Lives" class has shown 
a special interest in the new group, 
and has invited "Speak Out" to visit 
in November. 
Best is also working to get the 
group coordinated with future 
events such as the "Take Back the 
Night" anti-violence movement in 
downtown Ithaca in April, and 
"Rape Awareness Week" activities, 
also in the spring. ''The first main 
issue that we want to address is the 
problem of rape ... the biggest area 
of violence is probably the [down-
town Ithaca] bars," Best said. 
According to Barker, much of 
the violence studied by the group 
focuses on the male as the instigat-
ing pany, a view based on statisti-
cal fact "The cultural socialization 
and status structure of our country 
helps foster violence as a predomi-
nantly male role," Barker said. 
One of the biggestdevelopments 
of the group was initiated by Best 
and Parker, who contacted Campus 
Safety last year about placing "as-
sistant phones" on school grounds. 
These phones, which are only 
intra-campus oriented, are located 
in Friends, Ford, Textor, Union, 
and the Gannett Center. 
They are meant to complement 
the Blue Light safety phones and 
become a substitute for the campus 
escort service. Parker said, ·'These 
phones will increase a women's 
independence because she can call 
a friend for security, instead of 
making herself vulnerable to a po-
tentially violent situation by having 
a stranger escort her." 
Career Fair offers job opportunities 
By Tom Arundel 
As he stood at attention with _a 
black fighter pilot's helmet placed 
on a table in front of him, Captain 
Dave Vranciz explained that be-
~oming a Marine is not just for 
anyone. 
The U.S. Marine Corps Officer 
Program was one of 52 organiza-
tions that had representatives at the 
Career Day activities in the 
Emerson Suites on Wednesday, 
Oct 2. 
· Company representatives were 
pleased with the outcome of Career 
Day, according to Julie Olsen 
Rojek, employer relations coordi-
natorforcareerplanning and place-
ment 
"The representatives thought 
that the Career Fair was very pro-
fessional," Rojek said. 'There was 
a steady flow of people all day. 
There wasn't a lull at all." 
Students found many of the rep-
resentatives to be very helpful and 
infonnative. Dan Bndress '95, a 
TV/R major, asked AT&T repre-
sentative, Ann Marie Kennedy, if 
his major was appropriate for his 
interest in corporate video produc-
tion. 
"She was pretty helpful," 
Endress said. "She told me I was in 
the right major, but that I might 
consider Corporate Communica-
lions, as well." 
"She said rather than try to get 
into a big corporation when I gradu-
ate, get into a freelance video pro-
duction agency," Endress said. 
Kennedy said that the majority 
of students coming to the AT&T 
table were Corporate Communica-
tion majors. 
"It's a very good time to be in 
that field." Kennedy said. "We're 
looking for people who are into 
advertising, marketing and PR." 
Deborah Carlino, a representa-
tiveforMorisstownMemorial Hos-
pital in New· Jersey said that they 
are looking for students with a mas-
ters degree but hire many adminis-
trators who have a bachelor's de-
gree, such as in Medical Records. 
"H you don't have the resources 
for a masters or would like the ex-
perience, we can hire you with a 
bachelor's degree," Carlino said. 
"But it's better to go straight to 
graduate school for a masters if you 
can." 
While many organizations are 
looking for people with degrees in 
certain fields, ~Dave Vranciz 
of the U.S. Marine Corps Officer 
Program based in Buffalo, said that 
the marines are looking for a few 
good men. 
"We're looking for individuals 
who want to lead others," Vranciz 
said. "It's for those who want to 
stand out and lead It's not for ev-
erybody." 
The Platoon Leaders Class Pro-
gram, which is not an ROTC pro-
gram, is available for all full time, 
enrolled students who are physi-
cally fit, have SAT scores of 1000 
or above, and nave .. good" GP A's, 
V ranciz said. A graduate of the 
aviation program is guaranteed to 
fly. 
"The beauty of the program is 
the flexibility of it," Vranciz said. 
··You can disenroll or switch con-
centrations at any time." 
A representative from Aetna said 
that they look for graduates with a 
strong liberal arts core. One of the 
largest national insurance compa-
nies, Aetna hires many graduates 
who are well-rounded and from any 
major. 
Around25 IC alumni wereworlc-
ing as representatives at the Career 
Fair, according to Rojek. 
'This is wonderful, "Rojek said. 
'"Two of them graduated this spring 
and got jobs with Emerson Power 
through Career Planning and Place-
ment" 
"It sounds like this will be an 
annual event," Rojek said. "More 
and more people will get a better 
understanding of what the Career 
Fair is all about" 
GREEK 
PEAK 
SKI RESORT 
College Ski Card 
$29.00* 
· Central New York's Largn1 & Finest Ski Resort 
25 Minutes Away• Virgil, _NY • .1..&35-6111 
Full Time College Students Save Up to ~/o Off at Greek Peak! 
Ski Cards Available at the ,siudent Union Mon •. & Tues. ~ctober 7 & 8 
*Card must be purchas·ed by October 13, 1991. 
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Q.· A.re::.cfothis ::made· from board? . 
"n.atural'~ materialssucti as cotton A. Corrugated cardboard is made 
and wool better for the environ- from brown kta.ft paper than has 
ment. than: synthetics? been glued to fluted paper to make 
· A. Not riecessarily. Many pesti- it stiff. The Earth Works Group 
cide&are·appliedtocottonplants, estimates that every Amerlcan-
inclucli_ng alcllcarb and methyl uses the equivalent of 120 coiru-
parathion, both suspectedcarcino- gated cardboard boxes annually. 
geris, He~bicides, applied to con- That's enough cardboard to make 
i:rofweeds as well as to defoliate . a bale as big as a football field, 
the cotton before it i$ harvested. and as high as the World Trade 
can be toxic to wildlife,-contami- Center. . 
·nategroundwaterandpoisonfami About half the corrugated 
workers. cardboard used is recycled. 
Ha:rvestingandprocessingcot- Manufacturing cardboard from 
ton is energy intensive, and :i,n- recycled materials uses about 25 
volves chemical treatments such percent less energy than manu-
as bleaching with chlorine, which f acturing cardboard from scratch. 
can form.dioxins, suspected car- According to Earth Works, most 
cinogens; Fomtaldehyde, a sus- corrugated boxes contain20 per-
pected cari:iilogen that can irri- centrecycledmaterial,anwnber 
:tate the eyes. lungs and skin, is tbatcouldreach40percentsoon. 
· frequently.-used to make cotton Manyrecyclerswilltakeyour 
fabrics_ "permanent press." Liq- cardboard boxes if you flatten· 
uid ammonia, another energy in- them, ·and tie.them together with 
tensive- chemical treatment.· is string or 'twine. removing any 
used in pre-shrinkmg. tape or glue that's left on the box. 
Thoughwoolrequireslesspro-- Communities that· hav~ 
cessingtlµiilcouon;animal--rights curbsi¢recyclingprogramsmay 
advocates decry the wool indus- speci_fy dimensions of boxes 
. tty: for iribwriane · treatment ·of thef re willing to ,Pick up. _ . 
_sheep. Clo._thes made from_syn-: · : · If there's no yurbside-recy-
. tb?tic materials ."cQmpare favor.. . c:Jing. in . your coµirriunity. ·._c;all · 
ab1y with cotton and wool." yourcity'sDepartmeiJtofPublic 
. Dete_rminj(lg. Which fiber· is .\V()rks or· solid -Waste manage- · · 
preferab1e for· the environment rnent office for the name of the 
ne~ds further analysis~ 'In the recycling center nearesi you.· · 
meantime,Makowersuggeststhat Diane MacEachern wrote _the· 
blends of natural and synthetic best seller, "Save Our Planet: 
fibers"mayofferthebestofboth 750 Everyday Way.(You Can~-
worlds." Help Clean Up the Earth." 
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Examining the cllrren:t ·. · 
state of the world. economy 
By A vi Schaeffer 
Paul Krugman is predicting the 
economicfutureoftheentireworld, 
and that future does not look bright 
Krugman addressed an audience 
ofIC faculty and students when he 
spoke as the first in a series of four 
speakers in the School of Business 
Distinguished Lecture Series. 
The lecture was held in Emerson 
Suites on Thursday, Oct. 2. 
The author of eight books, 
Krugman is an economics profes-
sor at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. He has been a consult-
ant to the International Monetary 
Fund, the World Bank, U.S. State 
Department, and the United Na-
tions. 
Krugman began his speech with 
a short, humorous story about his 
new book, entitled The Age of Di-
minished Expectations. 
CNN had called Krugman and 
asked him if he wanted to appear on 
the morning business news broad-
cast. The only catch was that he had 
to feel that U.S. economic collapse 
was imminent. 
Krugman used this story to illus-
trate that "discussion of economic 
issues tends to fall into accepted 
scripts." 
There have actually been two 
global economies in the history of 
the United States, according to 
Krugman. 
The first one occurred in the 
years leading up to World War I. 
The second global economy is oc-
curring today. 
''There are three ways countries 
can be linked, and those are either 
Ithacan / Hollmann 
Paul Krugman addresses students on the status of the economy. 
through 'the movement of trade, unfortunate. It may very well be a 
movement of capital, or movement catastrophe for small countries left 
ofpeoplebetweenthem,"Krugman out in the cold. There's not very 
said. much that-can be done about it I 
"Also, there have been two cru- guess I'm~ bit of a pessimist here," 
cial inventions that contribute to Krugman said. 
the integration of the global Krugmanmadeotherpredictions 
economy. Those are the steam en- as well. Forinstance,~edoubts that 
gine and the telegraph," Krugman the Soviet Union will join the fonh-
said. Everything else since then, coming European Economic Com-
such as the advent of telecommuni- munity. 
cations, has been a marginal im- Future lectures in the series will 
provement addtess_ the disintegration of the 
As for the future of the global USSR, the economic integration of 
economy, Krugman predicts that Europe,andothereconomicissues. 
there could be a dramatic trade war, The second speaker will be Eu-
but it is unlikely. "A creeping ero- ropean Parliament member Bryan 
sion of the openness of world mar- Cassidy, who will present his lec-
kets is more probable," Krugman ture on Feb. 5. · 
said. · Each speaker will explore the 
''The closing of these markets issue of "Competing in a Global 
will not be a catastrophe, but rather Economy." 
Yo~11 be surprised by all the 
things that coille connected 
to an IBM Personal System. 
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\Vlwn you'n• looking for a p,·r-
,onal 1·omp11trr, mak,· stm• to look al 
all it 1·or111•, with. TIii' pn•load,,,I ,oh-
\\ilrt•. Th1• 111011s1•.Tlw hanl driw.Thr 
!!am,•,. Tilt' ,li,rnunt airlirn• ti,-k,·b. 
Tilt' long distarw,• s1•rvi1·1•. 
If thrsl' arrn't tilt' kind, of 1·011-
11t•1·tions you w,·n· lhinkingol, mavh,· 
~ou ,hou!d think a~Jin. B,·raus,• n;,w 
"h,·n you huy an I BM l'S/2 · or 
I'S/I· S,·1,·t·h·d /\1·adl'nt11· Solution:!' 
you'll g,·t a 'fl<'<'ial Bonu, Pa,-k** of 
"'_,upon, that'll ,aw you morw, ,111 all 
kmds of thin~"'· fmm airfon• l<; lorl" r ,.. 
' 1,tam:1· ,·alls to 1·omput,·r !!am,·, .uul 
more·. So you l'an "" n a p1•r,;011al 
1
·
11rnputrr with all th,• ri!!hl ,., 1111w,·-
tin11,. \'i,it your c·ampu, outl,•t to lirul 
out hem to 111ake ,111 1/1,\f H•r,mwl 
s,,1,•111 ,lid,: for you. 
Start the semester off right! 
Come see our easy-to-use, af f ordahle 
personal computers at Muller 102 
or call Connie Frigo ' 
at 256-8960. 
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The foll~~ in<?icfel)_~-~,.8JllDP,9.,.-
those reportei! to 'The f~ by the)C~: 
Office of Public Information, based solely· 
on reports from the Office.of Campus 
Safety. , , 
· . · Anyone with any information regard-
- ing these entries is encouraged·to con-
tact the Office of Campus Safety. Unless 
otherwise specified, all reported inci-
dents remain under investigation. 
.·a:inp-us 
Safety Log 
pennit; 
T A complaint was filed regarding dam-
age that occµrred to a hallway light fix-
ture on the 12th floor of the EastTower. 
't' A student filed a complaint regarding 
having received a harassing/ annoying 
telephone call on the srudent's residence 
hall room phone. 
• Ithaca Fire Department responded to 
Holmes Hall for a fire alarm. Cause of 
the alarm was determined to be an acti-
vated smoke detector. No cause for the 
activation could be found. 
,. ·· THE lfflACAN 7 
Colbert. memorial 
service· postponed 
. The memorial service for Rob-
ert Reed Colbe~ Sr., scheduled for 
Friday, Oct 4 at Ithaca College's 
Muller Chapel, has been postponed 
due to unforseen circumatances. A 
February 1992 service is being 
planned. 
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 20- · 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1991 
Friday, September 20 
't' Four students filed complaints re-
garding having received harassing/an-
noying telephone calls on the students' 
residence hall room phone 
• Two students were referred for judi-
cial action for creating a disturbance on 
the Campus Center Quad area. 
• A complaint was filed regarding an 
exit light that was damaged in an 
Eastman Hall hallway. Damage occurred 
sometime between 11 :30 p.m. on Sept 
19 and 2:45 a.m. on Sept. 20. Damage 
consisted of the lens to the light being 
broken. 
• A complaint was filed regarding the 
theft of a wooden Burmese pyramid 
puzzle valued at $100, which was stolen 
from Room 22A, Dillingham Center. 
• Two non-students were ordered off 
the campus for the soliciting of skin-care 
pamphlets to srudents in the area of the 
Towers Dining Hall. 
• A complaint was filed regarding car 
wash flyers that were pla98(1 on wind-
shields of vehicles in F-Lot on this date 
in violation of the campus solicitation 
policy. 
• A student was issued an appearance 
ticket for the underage possession of an 
alcoholic beverage. In addition, two sbJ-
dents were referred for judicial action for 
sponsoring an unregistered party in a 
campus residence hall. 
• A residence hall lounge chair was 
recovered by Campus Safety after be-
ing found in the north side.of Hilliard Hall. 
The chair was apparently stolen from a 
residence hall earlier in the evening. 
Saturday, September 21 
,.. A complaint was filed regarding dam-
age that occurred sometime on Sept 21 
to a second floor entrance door window 
to the New Residence Hall. 
• A student filed a complaint regarding 
a tampering of his vehicle while parked 
in S-Lot Vehicle's gas cap was removed 
and the filler neck to the gas tank was 
bent, appearing as though someone had 
attempted to steal gas from that vehicle. 
• A student was referred for judicial 
action after the student's guests were 
found attempting to gain entrance into a 
residence hall via a window. 
,.. A non-student was issued an order to 
remain off the campus and the student 
that the person was visiting was referred 
for judicial action after the non-student 
was found urinating in a campus resi-
dence hall stairwell. 
,.. A report was filed regarding a two-car 
property damage motor vehicle acci-
dent that occurred at the Campus Cen-
ter loading dock area. 
Sunday, September 22 
,.. A student was referred for judicial 
action for attempting to· gain entrance 
into a residence hall by climbing the 
residence hall balconies. 
,.. A student was- referred for judicial 
action after being found in a campus 
residence hall in a highly intoxicated 
condition requiring transport to the Health 
Center for treatment. 
,.. A srudent filed a complaint regarding 
damage that was done to the student's 
vehicle while parked in the area of C-Lot 
between 6 p.m. on Sept. 21 and 1 p.m. 
on Sept. 22. Damage consisted of the 
right front tum signal lens being broken 
and the bumper of the vehicle being 
loosened. 
Monday, September 23 
,.. A student was issued an appearance 
ticket for the underage possession of an 
alcoholic beverage. 
,.. A non-sb.Jdent was arrested for tres-
passing after having been previously 
warned to remain off the campus. 
T A non-student filed a complaint re-
garding having lost his wallet in the area 
of the Campus Center recreation room 
between 7 and 9 p.m. Wallet contained 
cash, checks, credit cards and personal 
papers. 
't' Two students were referred for judi-
cial action for the harassment of another 
student by making verbal remarks and 
writing obscenities on the student's room 
door. 
T Two students filed complaints regard-
ing receiving harassing/annoying tele-
phone calls on Iha students' residence 
hall room phone. 
T Campus Safety and Ithaca Fire De-
partment responded to the science 
building for a complaint of a strong 
chemical odor in a laboratory room. 
't' A sb.Jdent filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of the srudenrs purse from a 
practice room in Ford Hall. Theft oc-
curred sometime between 7:15 and 8 
p.m. Purse contained credit cards, 
driver's license, cash, keys and other 
miscellaneous paperwork belonging to 
the student. 
• Ithaca Fire Department responded to 
Smiddy Hall fora fire alarm. Cause of the 
alarm was determined to be cigarette 
smo~e in the stairwell which activated 
the smoke detector. 
Tuesday, September 24 
't' A student was referred for judicial 
action after being observed throwing 
rocks at a campus residence hall. 
't' A ·student filed a report regarding 
having lost a payroll check. 
T Officers responded to the Egbert Din-
ing Hall area for a student who was ill 
and feeling faint. Student was trans-
ported to the Health Center for treat-
ment. 
• Three non-students were ordered off 
the campus forsoliciting T-shirts in cam-
pus residence halls without a solicitation 
• Campus Safety responded to the 
area of Dillingham Center for a student 
who had fallen on the stairs. Student 
was transported to the Health Center for 
treatment of an ankle injury. 
Wednesday, September 25 
• A report was filed regarding a tw~r 
property damage motor vehicle acci-
dent that occurred in S-Lot. 
,.. Officers responded to the Egbert Din-
ing Hall for a report of a hand laceration. 
First aid was rendered and the student 
was transported to the Health Center for 
treatment. 
,.. A complaint was filed regarding dam-
age that had occurred to a copier ma-
chine in the Campus Center. Machine 
was forced open, damaging the locking 
mechanism, and an unknown amount of 
money was removed from the machine. 
,.. Two srudents were referred for judi-
cial action for soliciting flyers in resi-
dence hall rooms without a solicitation 
permit. 
Thursday, September 26 
T Three students filed complaints re-
garding receiving harassing/ annoying 
telephone calls on the students' resi-
dence hall room phone. 
,.. Three students were referred for judi-
cial action for the harassment of another 
student in a campus residence hall room. 
,.. A student was referred for judicial 
action for soliciting tickets door to door in 
a campus residence hall. 
Safety Tip: 
Students are encouraged to utilize 
bike racks or store bicycles in the 
student's residence hall room. Bicycles 
found in prohibited areas will result in the 
bicycles confiscated by Lile Sale\y. 
• 
Colbert was a IC Board of 
Trustee member since 1982 and 
chairman of the board since Octo-
ber 1990. Colbert died of a heart 
attack on the morning of Friday, 
Sept. 6. 
Applications to the 
business school are 
being accepted 
Students who wish to transfer to 
the School of Business should sub-
mit applications to the Dean's of-
fice, 430 Smiddy Hall, by Tuesday, 
Ocl 22. 
Forms are available there. Ap-
plicants should have a cumulative 
gradepointaverageof2.Sorabove. 
Strongest consideration is given 
to students who have earned grades 
of B- or better in economics, math-
ematics, writing and natural sci-
ence. First-semester freshmen may 
not apply. 
Roe v. Wade 
lawyer to lecture 
Sarah Weddington, the lawyer 
who won Roe v. Wade, the land-
mark abortion case, will be speak-
ing at the Emerson Suites on 
Wednesday Oct. 9 at 8 p.m. 
Weddington, at age 26, success-
fully defended "Jane Roe" and as-
sured women the right to continue 
or terminate an unwanted preg-
nancy. 
Tickets are $3 for students and 
will be on sale in the Union OcL 1-
9 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
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How to make studying at the London Center a reality 
By Jacki Donati 
Students who want a chance to 
see Big Ben, ride on the Thames 
River and visit the British Museum 
should apply to study at Ithaca 
College's London Center. 
To enroll for next semester, stu-
dents must submit an application to 
the Office of International Studies 
by Friday, OcL 4. 
Any student from IC can apply, 
however, only juniors and seniors 
are eligible for internships. 
In order to apply, students need: 
* A minimum cumulative grade 
point average of 2.5. 
* Approval of their department 
adviser and dean or director. 
* A completed application. 
* Two letters of recommenda-
lion -- oPe personal and one aca- "S nd" h fi demic. pe zng t ree or our 
* Acurrentacademic transcript ·-months living and being 
: A parental consent f~rm. . a part of another cul-
Stu~en~ conduct cernficauon. ture gives you a new 
Applicauons,consentformsand , . 
conduct cenification forms are perspective on the 
available in Muller 214. world we live in." 
Candidates must also sign up -Kilci Petras staff assistant 
and participate in an interview with for Intemati~nal Programs 
a member of the international pro-
grams staff, according to Kiki 
Petras, staff assistant for Interna-
tional Programs. 
If swdents. do not meet specific 
qualifications, their application will 
be dealt with on an individual basis, 
Petras said. "There is a comprehen-
sive approach toanalyzingapplica-
tions," she said 
So far the Office of International 
Programs has received more than 
100 applications for the spring se-
mester, she said One of the largest 
groups of students for a semester 
was 180. The maximum number 
allowed for one semester is 220 
people. " Usually whoever meets 
the criteria will be accepted. Very 
·A f'JN ouN C 
112 North Aurora 
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rarely have we denied qualified 
people," Petras said. 
Because of internship opportu-
nities some schools within the col-
lege traditionally have more appli-
cants to the international program, 
Petras said. 
Internships are available in the-
atre arts, business, communications, 
economics and political science: To 
be considered for an internship, 
candidates must complete an in-
ternship application and submit a 
copy of their current resume. In-
ternships are available on a limited 
basis. 
Attending the London Center 
costs approximately $2,000 to 
$3,000 more than staying at IC. 
"Weare assuming that srudents will 
travel more than if they were in 
Ithaca," Petras said. ''London is a 
big city and the standard ofliving is 
more expensive." 
Anyopportunitytostudyabroad 
is a wonderful experience, Petras 
said. "Spendingthreeorfourmonths 
living and being a pan of another 
culwre gives you anew perspective 
on the world we.live in," she said. 
Lettersofacceptancewillbesent 
out Oct 25. Candidates also will 
learn then if they have been ap-
proved for an internship. All stu-
dents that are accepted must attend 
a mandatory orientation meeting 
on Saturday, Nov. 2. 
For -more information, contact 
theOfficeoflnternationalPrograms 
in Muller 214, or call 274-3306. 
Quality Hair Cuts 
Latest in Colors. 
0 0 Perm.s to fit individual 
hair textures 
'-
0 
0 0 ~ ~ 9-6: Mon, Fn, Sat ' 273-0229 9-8: Tue, Wed, Thurs ~ ONY S Judd Falls Plaza. S"'te #5 Appointments or I p L A C E Complete Hair Styhng 
Walk-in Welcome ______ for Men & Women 
\ H.w Salon • Barlicr Shop 
Purlgie·s Pi33a 
272-7600 
:-·-~;, Package --7 
1 32 Sli~e Cheese Pizza 
I 2 Dozen Pudgies Wings 
: 2 Quarts of Coke 
814·49 +lax 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I Expires 
I ,', ,./ / 11/30/91 ,_ ___ ,/;.~ /!, L_________ IC I 
_____ :.:...J 
211 Elmira Rd. 
We Deliver! 
Macintosh® 
Starter -Kit 
Special $120 Offer 
• 20 high density Diskettes 
• 2 Disk Storage Cases 
• 6-outlet Surge Protector 
• Disk Drive Cleaner 
• Mouse Pad 
IGOTMYMAci 
,_ 
• FREE Canvas Tote 
Educalional Discoun1s available for popular Software programs! 
icHC Affordable ~==1 "~"~- all-in-one design, mun1 Macintosh•C/assic• a·w,1Mi 
Connecting Point.D.D , 
COMPlJ1ER CENTERS _ 011 Salt too. ,~---~ , • ._: 
Ii. Autlioril.ed Education Sales c.onsui~_w.:. 
To Place your order call Pa . . . 
or leav~ a message at l-Boo':las'a Menotti at 315-253-5951; 
Appl.,, Mac1nlosh, Mac and the Appl -4877. , 
ApploCare is a "'91Slered service m!tl<.'og,0 l.!!i ~istered lraderna,ks of Apple Col'1'JUler Inc . 
....,...,~lorlnc, 
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SARAH .WEDDINGTON 
At age 21, she was one 
of the first women to 
graduate from the 
University of Texas Law 
School. At age 26, she 
successfully defended 
"Jane Roe" on the Roe v. 
Wade case. She assured 
women the right to 
continue or terminate an 
unwanted pregnancy. 
Weddington's success 
established her as one of 
the brightest minds in 
law today. 
Dynamic, inspiring and 
committed are words that 
describe lawyer and 
motivator Sarah 
Weddington. She has been 
a leader in fjelds ranging 
from law, to education, to 
government to -corporate 
policy-making. 
Weddington's discussion 
of her contributions will 
inspire you to meet new 
challenges and emerge as 
leaders. 
TIME: Wednesday, _October 9, 1991. 8:00 p.m. 
PLACE: Emerson Suites 
TICKET SALES: Monday, October 7 to Wednesday, October 9 
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
TICKET PRICES: $3.00 for Ithaca College students 
$5.00 for non Ithaca College students 
.. 
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Former IC professor teaches an environmental 
lesson through his orchestral composition 
By Kelly Rohrer wrote to me and told me that he and Husa said, "It would last about ita "Postscript," full realization that 
Twenty-two years ago, an IC his wife had recorded a tape of nine minutes, which is pretty long. so little is left to be said. ''There is 
professor, concerned about global whale sounds and he wanted me to And I thought that the instrument not much we can do [to help the 
devastation, composed an orches- hear them. And I said to myself, thatwouldcomeattheclimaxwould Earth]. All we can do now is re-
tral work to warn humanity of its 'what will I learn from whales' sing- be one that is not used very often. I gret," Husa said. 
responsibilities to the earth. ing2' But the moment I heard them, could have made it the timpani or An unusual characteristic in the 
On Monday, that professor, now I was moved by their sounds." all brass, but I chose the xylophone. beginning of the third movement is 
a world renowned, Pulitzer Prize- He utilized these shrill, high It would repeat notes at the climax the phrase "this beautiful Earth,"' 
winning composer, returned to IC pitched sounds to begin the first and then disappear." which is spoken by the ensemble. 
and said he wanted this piece to be movement. They represent the ani- The softness at the beginning of This idea came to Husa from a 
a "warning so that such a tragedy malagony that would behearddur- the crescendo represents the Earth lecture he attended in 1962, when a 
never occurs." ing the destruction of the earth. as seen by the astronauts returning group of French scientists visiting 
KarelHusa,forwhomthe"Karel Husa said that in 1969 some- from the moon. The crescendo Cornell University were speculat-
Husa Visiting Professorship Series" thing incredible occurred when he gradually builds, just like the Earth ing about the phenomenon of sound 
was named, presented his lecture took his American family to meet gradually became larger as it is ap- waves floating around the spheres 
"Music as a Manifesto" at 8: 15 his Czechoslovakian family for the proached in the spacecraft in space. 
p.m. in Ford Hall's Nabenhauer first time. "While I was there at the Thesecondmovementdealswith The scientists believed that, 
Room. The Music school created endofJuly,around 12a.m. when all thesubjectofhumanityfinallyreal- "Whatever happens here on this 
this series to honor Husa for his the stars were the brightest, every- izingwhatitwasdoingtotheplanet planetneverdisappearsandourown 
musical accomplishments. one was watching the asttonauts on "I would like to mention that it was voices just keep bouncing off other 
Husa's lecture focused prima- black and white TV, going to the 1969, gasoline was only 29 cents planets which breaks them apart It 
rilyonhispiece"Apotheosisofthis moonandthencomingback,"Husa andwehadnoideaaboutrecycling. may even be possible to hear 
Earth"whichhecomposedin 1969 said. We thought that we had immense Napoleon'svoiceamongthestars," 
for concert band, and later in 1972 He said he realized that out of resources that we could use for mil- llusa said. 
for chorus and orchestra. all the billions of stars, the way the lions of years and they would al- Husa thought this belief-would 
This work for wind ensemble astronauts must have seen it, the ways be around," Husa said. bea"fantasticsubjectforthismove-
consists of three movements. Be- planet Earth could have been any- According to Husa, the second ment" In his composition, Husa 
fore hearing each movement, Husa one of those stars. movement is representative of an had voices regretfully speak the 
toJdhisaudiencewhatinspiredhim Husa not only encompassed explosion of stars due to too much phrase "this beautiful Earth" in the 
to write them. whales into the first movement, but radiation. He gave it the appropri- beginning of the movement, so it 
Whalesand .. ceinfluenced the also space·expJoration. Husa com- ate title "Tragedy of Destruction." could reverberate back to the planet 
first movement, "Apotheosis," posedthefustmovementintending Hisintentwastocreatethemusical The last remaining voice asks 
which means "glorifying a being to represent the Earth as a star. He imp~ion of things coming apart. the ultimate question. "Why did we 
whichhaspassedaway. "wasinfiu- wanted it to be comprised of one The third and final movement let it happen?" "This was a mani-
enced mainly by whales and space. Jong intense crescendo, beginning expresses the desolation of the af- fest for the beauty of the planet," 
Husa said that at the time he very softly and gradually become termath caused by the destruction Husa said. 
beganworkonthepiece,"Myfriend strongerandstronger. ofEarth.Forthisrearon,Husacalled Husa came to Ithaca in 1954 
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\ ~~~~ _ TATTOOING 1 
I ~~-:-1' ~ • Sterile Conditions . I 
I , ,J:. • Thousands of Designs, Yours or Mine I '"' ~ • Male and Female Tattoo Artists I I 1 1'v • Tattoo Mugs. Hats and T-Shlrts Also Available I • Greek Letters Available I 
I Lansing Plaza I 
I Lansing, NY 14882 (607) 533-7970 I 
L $10 off $50 or more with this coupon I 
-------------------~ Newcomers to ICTV 
~ ~~ The Cayuga Connection 
Watch the 
premiere of 
Ithaca's hottest 
new comedy 
Tak.es an 
in-depth look at 
interesting places 
and people in 
Tompkins Coun · 
Wednesday Oct. 9 Thursdays 
10pm 9pm 
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SPEED READING 
• AVERAGsGAIN iii 9X in .um.speed, wi1h • NO MACHINES- lndlvlduallzed, ex-
the same -3-Xlietter compriinei,slon, ap- pert lns1Tuction , In verv smaa groups. 
propriate for screening, familiarizing. The e FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING ; 6 classes 
average gain in speea for the complete over 1-6 weeks. Some transport assJs.. 
study reading is 2-4X, usually with much tance. 
better concentration, understanding, re-
membering. 
eEXPERT INSTRUCTOR 35 years expe-
rience in teaching and designing learning 
programs.commercial as well as academic. 
BEGIN I 
Oct. 24-26 
A LIFETIME INVESTMENT 
The course developsstam!ng In processing 
of printed lnfonnatlon; Improves ~
!ism of JX1ttemamongldeas. ~orilyamong 
details: Increases prodyctiyj of time and 
energy. 
Cs I MAIL INFO PACKET 273-5558 
Now In our 16th Vear 
SHABBAT SERVICES 
/\ Friday, 6 p.m. 
~ DINNER IN 7:}n 
~TERRACE DINING~ 
7:15 p.m. 
'· • ·;r-1,:,'• I 
Reservations 27 4-3103 
..... ~• PHYSICAL ¥~ ~ . Discover :aJ::c:-
rewardmg future that puts 
you in touch with your skills. 
Today's ~~ Force offers ongoing 
opportunities for professional 
devel?pment with great pay and 
benefits, normal working hours 
complete medical and dental c~e 
and 30 day~ vacation with pay pe; 
Y~- Learn how to qualify as an 
Air Force physical therapist. Call 
USAF.H~TH PROFESSIONS 
.. . . COLLECT 
· .. (31&) 45~-70,60 
after leaving his homeland of 
Prague, Czechoslovakia. Although 
he only expected to teach at Cornell 
University for three years, he ended 
up staying much longer. When he 
retires in the spring of 1992, Husa 
will have completed his 38th year 
at Cornell. 
In 1967, IC invited Husa to give 
a seminar in composition. Soon af-
terwards, he was offered a teaching 
position at the college. 
Husa tau~ht simultaneously at 
CUandICfrom 1967tol986.Husa 
was also the music director for the 
Cornell String Orchestra (1957-
1975) and for the Ithaca Chamber 
Orchestra (1957-1963). 
In 1969, Husa received the 
Politz.er Prize in musicfor his piece, 
"Stringquartet,no.3 [wl6]".Com-
munistregulations prohibited Husa 
from performing the piece until 
February 1990, 20years after it was 
composed. He conducted this piece 
for the first festival concert of the 
newly founded Association of 
C1.echoslovakian Musical Artists. 
The concert paid tribute to the de-
mocracy movement led by Vaclav 
Havel 
Husa currently resides on Ca-
yuga Lake. He has also been com-
missioned to compose a chamber 
work piece commemorating Ithaca 
College's Centennial year in 1992, 
which is currently in progress. 
Free 
Graduate 
Admissions 
Seminars 
This week wc·rc conduumg our 
1.Jw School. \11H .ind (;rJdu.uc 
'sL honl ',cmm,1r, .11 .ill nl nur 
135 ( LT,rer, n.111oriwKk 
Law School/LSAT 
\\i_· II ,hm\ ynu how ..,r,rnb 11 h..1pl.1·, 
c.111 help :"LI ,Lore high nn the I, \I 
,111d tJkc you through the 1nm, ,1, IL'' , ,1 
the l,1)"-' 'L hnnl Jppliuunn prnL css 
·MBA/GMAT 
D1,;cm·cr hov. St,mlcy 11 kJpl.1n L.tn 
help you ,;core ,our ht·,;r on rhc (;\1:\l 
,md look vour
0
hc~t on \'Our hLNlll'-' 
.,;, hool Jpplk,irion 
Graduate School/GRE 
I l',trn hPw St,mky 11. Kaplan t,m 
get you ,1 rop •,rnrt· on rhe (iRr .md 
help you ro -.cb:r rhc nghr gr,1du,lll' 
'1l hool for your f1dd ol ,1 ud: 
Call Us Today 
To ReserveA Seat. 
When: Tues,. ~- 8th, 
6:30 p.m. or 8:00 p.m. 
Where: Collegetown Motor 
Lodge. 312 College Ave., 
· Ithaca 
To reserve a seat, 
Please ca112n-3307 -
oNr sto,pLJ'l!t~t1.r 
. ew U\.iQdOn, . . 
· '127 W. State St/Ithaca.- · 
_) '• I 
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WHAT'S HAPPENING 
Thursday, 
October 3 'ACS lab hours, fall '91 
A.M.A. Executive Board meeting, 
Campus Center conference room, 
noon. 
Residential Life RA Recruitment 
and Selection meeting, Campus 
Center conference room, noon. 
Interviews for Ithaca College Lon-
don Center,. Campus Center 
DeMotte Room, noon. 
Community Service Network 
Executive Board meeting, Cam-
pus Center DeMotte Room at 6:30 
p.m. 
Career and Planning and Place-
ment presents recruiters from Coo-
pers and Lybrand, Campus Center 
Klingstein Lounge, 7 p.m. 
International Club meeting in the 
Campus Center DeMotteRoom at 7 
. p.m. 
Cayugan staff meeting, 7 p.m., in 
the yearbook office, Landon Hall 
basement (west end of building). 
New staff members are welcome. 
John Patrick's The Curious Sav-
age, 8 p.m., Clark Theatre, 
Dillingham Center (admission 
charged). Runs through Oct. 5. Call 
box office at 274-3224 for more 
information. 
Friday, 
October4 
Academic Policies Committee 
meeting, Campus Center south 
meeting room, 3 p.m. 
Hillel Shabbat Service, Muller 
Chapel Sanctuary, 6 p.m. 
Hillel Shabbat Dinner, Terrace Din-
ing Hall, _7: 15 p.m. 
SAB Films presents Misery, 102 
Textor Hall, 7 and 9 p.m. 
Faculty violin recital, Linda Case, 
Ford Hall auditorium, 8:15 p.m. 
Mozart Bicentenary Series pre-
sents An Evening of Mozart, 8:15 
p.m., Ford Hall Auditorium. 
SAB Films Midnight Movie, Night 
of the Living Dead, Textor Hall. 
Saturday, 
October 5· 
AUS review exam, Textor 103, 8 
a.m. 
Handwerker Gallery presents Soul 
· Searching, a 20-year retrospecti~e 
of works by Ithaca-area artist 
Deborah Jones, first floor Gannett 
Center, 10 a.m.- 2 p.m. · 
SAB Films presents Misery, 102 
Textor Hall, 7 and 9 p.m. 
Room Sunday Monday Tuesday 
Friends 110 11am-Mid Sam-Mid Sam-Mid (PCs & Macs) 
Friends 207 11am-Mid 7pm-Mid 7pm-Mid (PCs) 
Friends 306 Sam-9am Sam-9:20am (Suns) 11am-11pm 4pm-11pm 10:50am-1pm 5:30pm-11pm 
Smiddy 114 12pm-Mid S:30am-Mid S:30am-Mid (PCs) 
Muller 101 Sam-Mid Sam-Mid Sam-Mid (VAX) 
Hiil 54 4pm-11pm 1pm-11pm 1pm-11pm (PCs & Macs) 
Park 219 & 273 
(PCs) 12pm-11 pm 6pm-11pm 6pm-11pm 
Park 283 
(Macs) 11am-11pm 5:30pm-11pm 12:05pm-1pm 5:30pm-11 pm 
Muller Chapel Sanctuary, 11 :30 
a.m. 
Hillel meeting, Conference Room, 
Egbert Union, noon. 
SAB Films presents, Misery, 102 
Textor Ha11, 2 p.m. 
Pre-concert lecture by history pro-
fessor Paul McBride ,Music of the 
1940's and 1950's, 2:15 p.m., 
Nabenhauer Room, Ford Hall; 
wind ensemble featuring works by 
Persichetti, Milhaud, and 
Schoenberg follows at 3 p.m. 
Choral Collage in Ford Hall Audi-
torium at 3 p.m. 
Wind Ensemble, Ford Hall Audi-
torium, 3 p.m. 
SAB Films presents, Creepshow 
102 Textor Hall, 7 and 9 p.m. 
Syracuse Symphony Orchestra, 
Ford Hall Auditorium, 8:30 p.m. 
Monday, 
October 7 
Ithaca College American Adver-
tising Federation meeting for all 
committees, new members wel-
come. 8:30p.m.inPark room 279. 
Tuesday 
October 8 
Student Affairs directors' meet-
ing, South Meeting Room, 9 a.m. 
SAB sign-ups for fall break buses, 
Egbert Union lobby, 10 a.m.- 2 
p.m. 
Interviews for Ithaca College 
London Center, Conference 
Room, 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. 
SAB Executive Board meeting, 
Campus Center north meeting 
room, 12:15 p.m. 
Career Planning and Placement 
seminar, Successful Interviewing, 
Campus Center south meeting 
room,4p.m. 
CampusCrusadeforChristm~t-
ing, Campus Center north meeung 
room, 7p.m. 
SABsign-upforfallbreakbusues, RA information meeting, Cam-
Egbert Union lobby 10 a.m. · 2 pus Center north meeting room, 7 
p.m. p.m. 
Interviews for Ithaca College 
London Center, Conference 
Room, Egbert Hall, 10 a.m. and 2 
.p.m. 
Senior yearbook portrait sign-
up, 11 a.m. - 1 p.m., Campus Cen-
. ter lobby. Portraits will be taken 
· Oct 28. Nov. 1 and Nov. 4 - 8. 
StudentGovernment~ociation 
Congress meeting, Campus Cen-
ter north meeting room, 8: 15 p.m. 
Percussion Ensemble, Ford Hall 
Auditorium, 8: 15 p.m. 
SAB Films presents Midnight 
Movie, Night or the Living Dead, AIDS Group Film Series in Clark 
Wednesday, 
October 9 
102 Textor Hall. Lounge, Campus Center, 7 p.m. 
~ Sunday, 
October 6 
SAB sign-ups for fall break buses, 
Egbert Union lobby, 10 a.m.-2 p.m. 
Catholic Community Mass.Muller 
Chapel, .10:15 a.m., 1 p.m., and 9 
p.m. 
Protestant Community Services. 
Student Government Executive 
Board meeting, Campus Center 
conference room, Egbert Hall, 7 
p.m. 
ACT UP of Ithaca meets every 
Monday, 7:30 p.m., in the Finger 
Lakes Independence Center, on the 
corner of Clinton Street and Route 
13. New members welcome. For 
more information call 273-5831~ 
Interviewsforlthaca College Lon-
don Center, Conference Room, 
Egbert Union, 9 a.m. and 1 p.m. 
SAB sign-ups for fall break buses, 
Egbert Union lobby, 10 a.m.-2 
p.m. 
H&S department assistant meet-
ing, Campus Center DeMotte 
Room, 10 a.m. 
Career Planning and Placement 
Wednesday Thursday 
Sam-Mid Sam-Mid 
S:15pm-Mid 7pm-Mid 
Sam-9am 12:05pm-1pm 
4pm-11pm 4pm-11pm 
8:30am-Mid 8:30am-Mid 
Sam-Mid Barn-Mid 
1pm-11pm 1pm-11pm 
6pm-11pm 6pm-11pm 
5:30pm-11 pm 12:05pm-1pm 5:30pm-11pm 
seminar, Senior Services, Campus 
Centersouthmeetingroom, 11 a.m. 
RA recruitment informational 
meeting, Campus Center north 
meeting room, 7 p.m. 
Ithaca Lesbian and Gay Task 
Force discussion on Networking: 
Organizations Serving the Ithaca 
Queer Community, 7:30 p.m., the 
Women's Community Building, 
Downtown. New members wel-
come. 
Organizational meeting of the 
Business Management Club un-
der American Production and In-
ventory Control Society. New mem-
bers welcome. 8:00 p.m. in Smiddy 
room 114. 
Resident Hall Association meet-
ing, Campus Center south meeting 
room, 8 p.m. 
Health Management meeting, 
DeMotte Room, 8:15 p.m. 
Tompkins County Alliance for 
Peace in the Middle East meets 
Wednesday's at the Presbyterian 
Church. For more information, con-
tact Jean Finley, 272-3081. 
General 
Announcements 
The Roy H. Park School of Com-
·munications is accepting applica-
tions for Spring 1992 entry into 
its journalism major or minor. · 
Application fonns are availabl~ in 
the reception office of the Park build-
ing, room 326. 
Students interested in entering the 
journalism major or minor must 
. attend a meeting on Monday, Oct 
7, 5:30p.m., Park Auditorium and 
submit a completed application. 
Only currently enrolled majors in 
the Roy H. Park School are eligible 
at this time to apply. 
The Park School or Communica-
tions photography gallery presents 
UngardedTour,anexhibitbyCarole 
To~, through Oct 19. 
Friday Saturday 
Bam-Spm 11am-6pm 
4pm-5pm 11am-6pm 
8am-9am Closed 4pm-5pm 
8:30am-5pm 11am-5pm 
Sam-Mid Sam-Mid 
1pm-4pm Closed 
Closed 11am-5pm 
4pm-5pm 11pm-6pm 
Ithaca Lesbian and Gay Task 
Force coffeehouse, Oct 18, 8 p.m.-
midnight, Unitarian Church on cor-
ners of Aurora and Buffalo Streets. 
Scholarship and 
Internship 
Announcements 
1992 Spring/Summer Internships 
in Congress available for students 
interested in government. Deadline 
for spring program is Oct 21, and 
MaICh 5, for summer program. 
1992 N.S.F. Minority Graduate 
Fellowships available to students 
entering graduate studies in science 
and engineering; application dead-
line is Nov. 8; Contact Steve 
Thompson at ext. 3161 for infor-
mation. 
1992 Mellon Fellowship Awards 
availableforseniorsorrecentgradu-
ates planning to teach in traditional 
humanistic disciplines;application 
deadline is Dec. 2; ContactRichard 
Brown at 274 - 3303 for more 
infonnation. 
Print your 
announcements 
in the What's 
Happening page. 
Deadline for 
announcements is 
Monday 5 p.:Ql.. 
Send information to 
The Ithacan, Park 
Communications, 
room 269, 
or call 274-3207. 
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_., OPINION 
Budget process! L ____ L-=-ET_TE_R_s ---:.---1] 
belies openness !!!u.?efits c~!w~~!~~!~~g 
Last week's open budget meeting was a prime example of the irony On January 1, 1992, landfill tip- we could expand our composnng Moreover, the material could be 
surrounding central administrative "openness" to students and faculty. ping fees will triple; what now costs program to include virtually allfood used for hands on experience for 
"The purpose of the open budget meeting is for people to voice their us$62aton to dump at the Tompkins wastes, putting Ithaca College at students involved in the newly de-
opinions on certain sections of the budget, before the committee decides County landfill, will cost us $179. the forefront of environmentally velopedEnvironmental Studies Mi-
on the final product," Thomas Salm, vice president of business affairs, Thanks to the recycling program at responsible college communities. nor and Planned Major, or for any 
said. Ithaca College, we've managed to While this is a significant amount interested stud~nt, faculty or staff 
The appearance of openness is certainly evident; students and faculty reduce the amount of material go- of money to spend, the money put member~ 
can voice their opinions. But openness also involves listening hard to ing to the landfill by 25 perce~L into the program would be recov- It almost sounds too good to be 
those opinions: and listening is a process whereby two parties hear each Right now, 50 percent of what ered in the first year and a half, and true, but it's noL If we don't begin 
other and act on what they've heard. Openness is also an ongoing we send to the landfill is dining ICwouldsavesignificantdollarsin composting we will continue to 
process, not a smgle meeting about general spending policies. waste. If we send three tons of din- the future. throw wition dollars out the win-
Salm and others involved in the actual fonning of the budget heard ing waste each day, then--with this Composting has other benefits dow, while further the degrading 
what concerned members of the Ithaca College community had to say increase--we'll be spending ap- as well. Afterbiodegrading, the ma- and deteriorating the planet 
abouthowthe school'smoneyisspenL JohnGalt,directorofthebudget, proximately$3759aweek,$56,385 terial being composted could be OnSeptember24,theStudentGov-
even took notes on their suggestions. a semester, and $112,770 during used for a variety of things. We emmentAssociationpassedanEn-
But, as Salm said, "the committee decides on the final product." That the academic year to get rid of din- would no longer need to purchase vironmental Resolution, commit-
final product, finished sometime inJanuary, does nothave to include any ing hall waste. Year after year, \_Ve fertilizer because we'd be making ting itself to researching environ-
of those September suggestions. And there is no other opportunity for continue to spend massive amounts our own. We could tQp dress. all of mentally sound practices and look-
student input before the budget is approved. oftuitionmoneytodisposeofwaste. our athletic pl~ying fields. The op- ing into their implementation. It 
So while the willingness to hear proposals for the upcoming budget These costs could be decreased lions for the composted material wasn't all talk. 
seems like openness, central administration's unwillingness to accom- by implementing a program that are endless and would save the col- If you're interested in working 
modate studel'lt input during the actual budget process--and their wouldpayforitselfafterayearand legefromhavingtopurchaseitfrom togetacompostingfacilityoncam-
reluctance to reveal a detailed finished budget--indicates a pervading a half. It's called composting. outside sources. If the composted pus, feel free to contact me at any 
sense of secrecy. Simply put, composting is the material would have to be taken to time at 274-3377. 
S • J B biodegrading of any organic prod- the landfill, it would be 60-80 per-a vi ng ames ay · ucLWe'realreadycompostingyard centlessmaterialthanitwasbefore wastes on campus. According to Al biodegrading, so it would still cost Laurie M~ Goldstein 
Sociology '93 
Student Coordinator 
Recycling Program 
The Northeast Regional James Bay Action Conference is being held 
at Cornell University this weekend. The conference may be a vital step 
towards stopping a potential environmental and societal tragedy. 
There have already been tragic elements to the story of James Bay, a 
forested area in Northwestern Quebec that the province's power 
authority plans to flood so it can produce hydroelectric power. The 
flooding of I 1,000 kilometers of land in Phase I of the project--started 
in 1972--has caused the release of various hannful gases into the 
atmosphere and mercury contamination of the water. Moreover, animal 
and human lives have been disturbed. 
Some 20,000 Cree and Inuit Indians living in the James Bay area 
have already seen their staple food--flsh--deteriorate as mercury levels 
in the area waters rose. 
New York and Vermont have a chance to prevent further damming 
and flooding by Hydro-Quebec if they cancel their power contracts 
with the company, which is depending on the big money from export-
ing power to these states to make Phase II of the project feasible'. 
Both states are concerned with finding power sources for the future 
but they. are still respo.nsib.le to the global environment. Supporting a ' 
destrucuve power proJect mstead of focusing on energy conservation 
would mean shrugging that responsiblity. 
While the Canadian federal and Quebec provincial governments 
have abandoned their duty to people and land, Vennont and New 
York n~d to cancel their contracts with Hydro-Quebec; anything less 
wo~ld signal that nobody can be held responsible for taking care of the 
envrronment. 
Jay Tokasz 
Editorial Page Editor 
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Founded in 1930 
Cobane, auxiliary services coordi- less to transfer to a landfill. 
nator, composting would not be out However, because of the poten-
of our reach. By spending an initial tial value of the material itself, tak-
$250,000 to build a composting fa- ing it to the landfill would be a 
New group to combat violence 
To the editor: 
· For students concerned with vio-
lence against women, a new orga-
nization has been established as a 
consciousness-raising group for the 
Ithaca College community. Stu-
dents Against Violence Against 
Women(SAV.A. W.)addressesis-
sues such as rape, violence in rela-
tionships, racial violence and sexual 
harassment S.A.V.A.W is now in 
its organizational stage, but it will 
be active throughout the fall semes-
ter with various programs. 
We would like to thank the Of-
fice of Campus Safety for respond-
ing so quickly to our request for 
safety phones on campus. Students 
can use these phones on campus to 
call and tell friends and roommates 
where they are. Phones are located 
at the library, in the union by the 
ATM machines, and on the first 
floor of Friends Hall near the com-
puter room. These phones will al-
low students to Ulke preventative 
measures against possible violence. 
Jennifer Trovato 
. Photography '93 
Urging fellow students to 
stop apathy, ~peak out 
To the editor: 
I am a senior at Ithaca College, 
and one of the recurring themes in 
myeducationisthatinademocracy 
peoplegetwhattheydeserve.I have 
taken several U.S and European 
history and politics-courses and have 
had the good forwne to learn how 
our democratic system has evolved. 
I have also seen how our rights 
as students have been abridged by 
the colleg~ and by our unwilling-
ness to make waves. We as Ithaca 
College students are apathetic, and 
we are also part of a national trend 
of apathy.that threatens our moral-
ity and our rights as members of a 
democracy. 
During my four years at I.C, I 
have seen the cost of my college 
education rise approximately 33 
percent. I have seen our college 
president's salary jump from 
$190,000to$250,000dollars,andI 
have discovered that the very good 
professors that have taught me are 
some of the __ lowest paid faculty 
members in the country. 
In the four years I have been 
here, ·political activity by the stu-
dents at this college has been lim-
itedat besL I have attendedrallies at 
which the highest attendance has 
been about 350 out of 6,000 stu-
dents. A~ the recent budget hear-
ing, approximately 30 students 
showed up. 
I hav_e seen four student journal- the Board of Trustees have run this 
istsgetrail-roadedandunfairlypun- college ljke a business and are out 
ished by the administration of this of touch with the students. As stu-
college. Although there was strong dents, we pay to go to this business; 
faculty outrage over that incident, we are the stockholders of this cor-
very few students bothered to speak poration called Ithaca College. It is 
ouL timethatweriseupasacommunity 
I have also discovered that the and find issues that we can address 
judicial system in this college pro- as a whole. 
vides for little or no due process. If Democracy is difficult because 
~ stude~tis found guilty of a college it involves the opinions of the whole 
mfracuon, the student is given a people. People rarely agree on an 
sanction. Students have the right to issue and that fact tends to discour-
a conduct review board if they dis- age individuals from getting in-
agree with a sanction that is issued volved. We have a Swdent Con-
by the Area Coordinators and the gress that is supposed to represent 
office of Judicial affairs. But stu- ourviews. Iencourageeveryoneon 
dents are informed that if they ap- this campus to take 20 minuteS to 
peal a sanction, the board has the read the Ithacan and the Student 
right to issue a harsher sanction. I Congressminutes.Ifyoufindyour-
have heard from many students that self dissatisfied with what congress 
they wanted to appeal a sanction is doing for you; then attend ~e 
but were afraid of more punish- open meetings and raise your voice 
men~ The conduct review INsd is (orfonn yourowngroup.) The point 
appo.mted by the office of-Wicial is get involved. · 
Affairs and students have no con- In a democracy people get what 
trol over who gets on that board. they deserve. If you are happy be-
Also: the r~ults of judicial records . ing uninfonned and blindly w~-
~ t pu~lish~ so we have no ing through your college expen-
~n ~hat 18 gomg on. Yet, no one ence, then enjoy your decision. If 
this camp~ has even begun to you want change then pay atten-
a~ these .1ssues. tion. Wake up, Ithaca College, be-
th Tim~ 3!1d ~e again I have seen fore it is too late. 
eadnurustnwon trample therights · 
of the students at this college be-
cau.se ~e students have not raised 
thell" v01ces. President Whalen and Christopher J. Dyer History '92 
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ARTS/EN-TERTAINMENT 
'Savage' comedy brings back the past 
By Brad Barton 
What is the definition of a true 
savage? That is precisely the ques-
tion the Ithaca College Theater de-
partment answered with their ex.: 
cellent production of The Curious 
Savage. TheTuesdaynightperfor-
mance marked the beginning of 
their 1991-92 theater season. 
Written by Pulitzer Prize win-
ner John Patrick, The Curio us Sav-
age tells the story of the widowed 
Ethel Savage, who has inherited 
$10 million and has some unortho-
dox ideas about how it should be 
used. 
Much to the dismay of her three 
greedy children, Mrs. Savage at-
tempts to establish a "happiness 
fund" which will finance not only 
her dreams.and fantasies, but those 
of "needy" others as well. To in-
sure her plans for the money, she 
hides it from her family, who, in 
revenge, commit her to a sani-
tarium. 
!REVIEW 
- I 
tainly accomplishes this goal to the 
tune of (quite literally) music and 
radio announcements from 1949-
51, in addition to antique maga-
zines placed throughout the arena 
style set Considering a few of the 
over-50 years old audience mem-
bers were singing along with these 
vintagetunes,Prittcertainlyseemed 
to accomplish his goal. 
In the sanitarium, Mrs. Savage 
meets a band of patients who, de-
spite their sometimes willing se-
clusion from the rest of humanity 
(the group postpones reading the 
daily newspaper for one month to 
ease their depression of any trag-
edy that may have taken place), are 
able to show her the depths to which 
kindness and gentleness can go. 
However, that's not to say that 
the delightful performances of the 
cast were overshadowed by the 
nostalgic flavor. Heather Tait, Jay 
John Bogdanowitsch, Samara Har-
ris Teitelbaum, Ramin Ackert, and 
Poppi Kramer portray the five per-
manent "guests" of the sanitarium 
who all assure themselves that 
they're able to leave whenever they 
like. With theexceptionofthepaint 
brush inspecting Kramer, the pa-
tients seem nearly normal as the 
play begins. But as the play un-
folds, their individual quirks come 
to comedic life. 
Tait lovingly mothers over the 
group as she does over her "son," a. 
doll named John Thomas, while 
Bogdanowitsch constructs elabo-
rate mathematical equations in the 
air and performs screeching violin 
compositions that even Jack Benny 
would cringe at 
Special to the Ithacan 
From left to right: Mike Mark, T. Arthur O'Brien, Vanessa Jennings Lock and Paris Bradstreet 
All of the action takes place in 
"the Cloisters" sanitarium set in 
the early 1950s. The director, J. 
Fred Pritt, chooses to emphasize 
the time period of the drama as 
much as he does the fine perfor-
mances. Pritt mentions in the pro-
gram notes that he wants to take the 
audience back to a world "which, 
to quote a national leader, was 
'kinder and gentler'." And he cer-
Rocktober 
fun draws 
crowds 
By Andrea J. Begor 
Green jello and shaving cream 
stuck to dancing bodies as they raced 
- around to the sounds of loud, live 
music. The union quad once again 
exploded with Rocktoberfest this 
past Sunday, SepL 29. 
A truly memorable performance 
comes from Teitelbaum as the ob-
sessively vain "Fairy May," a patho-
logical liar who often comes scream-
ing onto the set just to "make things 
exciting." 
An outstanding performance was 
also given by Ackert, truly one of 
the finest actors in the Ithaca Col-
lege theater program, as Jeffrey, a 
pianist who's convinced he was 
scarred in World War II. And any-
time an audience member needed a 
break from the main action, there 
was Kramer, at her easel sniffing a 
tube of paint for wonderfully subtle 
comic relief. 
However, the Clark Theater was 
simply commanded by the perfor-
mance of the curious savage her-
self, Mrs. Savage, brilliantly por-
trayed by senior Paris Bradstreet. 
From themomentBradstreetenteed 
in an eccentric three-feathered hat 
carrying her giant teddy bear, the 
stage was hers. Through her ap-
pea_tl¥1ce, as well as her manner, 
Jello wrestling, an annual 
Rocktoberfest event, was enjoyed 
by those who voluntarily jumped in 
the jello as well as those who were 
thrown in to it by their friends. "It 
was a slip-sliding, delicious, incred-
ibly gross experiencce of the high- . 
est caliber which I'd do again and 
again and _agian," s~id Randy . lthacanTor Semann 
Zagorin, his body covered in green IC student~ Jello-wrestle at Rocktcberfest this Sunday, Sept. 29. 
slime. In 'The Gooey Chewy Game," campus this year, i~ a club for those 
Game booths were lined up all which was also run by SAB, con- interested in horror, science fie-
around the quad, all representing testantsracedtoeatwhippedcream~ ti.on, and fantasy. Sucking down a 
different clubs and organizations. pies with'pieces of Bazooka.at the whipped cream pie won you the 
. ·While most.booths were sponsored --~q.s,m. The blower of the biggest chance to win movie posters and 
by the various IC organizations, , :-J?lWl>~ won~ SAB teddy-~· movies on video. TheHorrorClrib's 
four of the activities belonged to SAB chairperson Noms Scott big project this year is getting 
. the Student. Activities Board, the . was pleased with the ov_erall sue- Stephen King to come to campus, 
organ~ersofRocktoberfesi. cessofRocktoberfest. "It's good to according to member ·Amy 
. . . . In ad<Ution to jello wrestling and see support from the stQdents who Schilli~g. 
'.asoda.bo,oth,SAB was responsible came out,~' S~o~.~~ •. "Thei:e~s a "Suck it, ·Drink it, Squeeze it, 
-for the relay race "Misco~ception," _ ~v~rse range _pf acuv111e~, th~ mu- : How Hard Can You Suck?" :read 
, a. game whe~e "sperms" raced sic 1s good, an~ people s~_m_ to be the sign in front . of- Hood HalJ 
through simulated fallopian tubes happy -- they~ all _going ho~e Council's booth.· Two or three 
constructed of mattresses, tires, with prizes iQ their hands, so SAB is people drank jlli;ce frem baby bottles 
shaving crearn:and baby oil to their happy too." .. in a race to see who could finish 
goal- ---·the egg. The Horror_ qub, new_ to the IC ' '~~n,i~~ed on pa~~ 1~ 
\ ·_. .. 
she was able to exude a grandmoth-
erly charm that makes her character 
so warm. As she blanketed the au-
dience in her blue-haired smile it 
was hard to believe that inside she 
is a college-aged woman. 
While Mrs. Savage may initially 
come off as sli_ghtlv fli_ghtv. she 
soon establishes the fact ihaishe is· 
still very calculating, and she's not 
going to let the small hurdle of 
being institutionalized stop her from 
seeing through her plans for her 
inherited fortune. 
While Bradstreet's performance 
was outstanding, also worth men-
tioning are the villainous perfor-
mances of Mike Mark, Vanes~~ 
Jennings Lock, and T. Arthur 
O'Brianas the savage Savages who 
will resort to incredibly humiliat-
ing acts to obtain the family for-
tune. The audience enthusiastically 
and cheerfully booed during their 
curtain call. 
Add to all this a great scenic 
design, by Geoff Curley, which 
made great use of the theater in the 
round layout, and you have a thor-
oughly enjoyable dramatic perfor-
mance. Pritt's version of"The Cu-
rious Savage" is a great night at the 
theater, and is an excellent begin-
ning for I.C.'s theatrical season. 
The hurno·rous reality of 
'Bedtime Players' 
By Stephanie Michael 
All eyes were fixed on the 
brightly lit stage as nine young 
people walked out in a sullen, mili-
tary fashion to assume their posi-
tions. One by one they introduced 
themselves and told why they were 
worried about AIDS. This slightly 
morose introduction served as no 
indication of the humor that was 
about to ensue. 
The "Not Ready For Bedtime 
Players" production, "Everything 
You Thought You Knew About 
Sex and Much More," took place at 
7 p.m. on Sunday, SepL 29, in the 
Emerson Suites. 
This theater troupe from the 
University of Massachusetts at 
Amherst gave a lighthearted per-
formance about some very serious 
issues. A group of nine college stu-
dents, some of whom are peer sex 
counselors at U. Mass. wrote, di-
rected and produced the show. 
Gretchen Krull, the peer sexu-
ality education coordinator at Uni~-
versity Health Services, and the 
-group recently began touring. Until 
now, the players had been giving 
weekly performances at U. Mass .. 
Some 23_. sltjts comprised the 
show, ranging from such topics as 
sexually transmitted diseases ~d _ 
AIDS to how to properly apply a 
condom to a banana. The dominant 
theme shared by.nearly all of the 
skits was the need for condom use. 
The group came up with 23 highly 
creative ways to enforce ctmdom 
usage. 
On several occasions through-
out the show, prophylactics flew 
about the room with reckless aban-
don. During the skit "The Prom," 
Mr. Body Condom ran through the 
audience, tossing condoms into the 
air. Another very humorous skit, 
"The End of the Show," featured a 
male and female actor reviewing 
the previous skits, rating them with 
"Gold CircleCondoms"which they 
threw into the audience. 
Some of the skits were of a far 
more serious nature and were re-
ceived by the audience with silence. 
"Sisters" presented twosiblings,one-
of whom was afflicted with the· 
AIDS virus.Very distraught by the· 
discovery of her fatal disease, she· 
was even more disturbed by hei · 
sister's angry and non-empathetic 
reaction. 
Another skit, "He Said/Sht· 
Said," explored the subject of datf 
rape. A man and a woman eact 
gave their version of an encounte:. 
-they shared in which the man forcec 
the woman to have sex with him 
Behind ihe two actors stood a thin 
who explained wtiatconstitutes date 
rape and what to do if it shoul, 
happen to you or someone yo1 
Continued on page 14 
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Celebrating autumn: A le Harvest Week~nd empl~ys f~l,1'~-. i!biance with festivities, mus1c,;_P~rfopnance 
By Carolyn Valtos 
This weekend on the Downtown 
Commons there will be a real-life 
resemblance to those fall pictures 
you see in magazines. With the 
leaves turning color, the briskness 
in the air and the smell of fresh 
cider, fall is truly the season at 
hand. 
Through an internship project 
of Jean Deming under the supervi-
sion of associate professor Howard 
Cog.an and a program planning class 
in the fall of 1983, the idea for the 
Apple Harvest Festival was born. Fair, is here to ~tay .. 
The event began so that local busi- As the name implies, apples are 
nesses, the public community, the stars of the_weekend. Accor~-
Ithaca Collegeand Cornell Univer- : ing to Anna Steinkraus, a p~erm 
sity could celebrate Fall, especially Little !ree ~har<?5 offenng J?ro-
the apple harvest with the commu- duce m this y~ s cele~rauon, 
nity. "This year's plenttf ul crop is ear~y 
When asked why apples were and Apple Harvest 'Yeekend_ is 
chosen as the theme, '84 graduate scheduled at a perfe<:t ume to bnng 
Deming replied that apples were a thefreshestapples,cider,andapple 
"fun thing to celebrate." The idea products to the consumer." 
took off successfully, and it ap- TheninthannualAppleHarve~t 
pears that the festival, now com- Weekend on Oc~: 4, 5 and 6_ is 
bined with the Downtown Craft packed with a vanety of entertam-
Rocktoberfest-
conunued from page 13 
go~ng down the toilet and people 
don•t realize it," Straus said. 
asked to place their bets on stocks, 
bonds,orfutures. Hthewheel landed 
on your choice, you got a chance at 
winning dinner at Little Joe's --
almost as exciting as their lrips to 
the New York Stock Exchange. 
frrst "It was a very succulent expe-
rience," said one of the winners, 
Janine Perrilloen. Safe sex was pro-
moted by several booths, including 
the one belonging to the Garden 
Apartments and Hudson Heights. 
"Party Packs" containing a condom 
and candy were given to those who 
could pop a long and a skinny bal-
loon with darts. "It doesn't work if 
the balloon is popped," advised Gar-
den president Todd Giessler. Bro-
chures on safe sex and AIDS were 
also distributed. 
Clark, Lyon and Eastman Halls 
had their own miniature putting 
range constructed of used pizza 
boxes. Condoms were awarded to 
the putters· that got a "Hole in One." 
The African Latino Society was 
having a "clearance sale" as a 
fundraiser. T-shirts promoting the 
Builders of a Better Brotherhood 
(BBB) Basketball Tournament were 
being sold. Member Camille 
Kennedy was pleased with the 
fundraiser's success and hoped it 
would increase awareness of the 
fourth annual BBB tournament 
coming up in April. 
Kuumba, an expression group 
usually involving culture, was there 
taking Polaroid pictures of 
Rocktoberfestgoers. Whypictures? 
"Everybody likes to shine," chair-
person Tia Smith said. 
The International Club, which 
gives American and International 
students at IC the chance to inter-
act, was giving away dinners to 
four diverse local restaurants. Tai ya 
Minnott, one of the co-public rela-
tions officer said the International 
Club recently went bowling, an ac-
tivity many foreign students had 
never even heard of. 
At the Ithaca College Environ-
mental Society's (ICES) "Earth in 
the Toilet" booth, patrons threw 
tennis ball sized "Earths" into a 
toilet bowl in the hopes of winning 
worry dolls. ICES member Doug 
Straus felt the booth was symbolic 
The Oracle Society, a freshmen 
honor society, was there to adver-
tise to prospective freshmen mem-
bers. Guess-how-many-candies in 
the jar and you won a chance at a 
gift certificate to the IC Bookstore. 
The Financial Management and 
Investment clubs, which recently 
joined together, offered a wheel of 
fortune type game; patrons were 
Grateful Deadbears,flowersand 
peace signs decorated the faces of 
those who stopped at Delta Phi Zeta 
and Terrace One Hall Council's 
free Face Painting booth. Delta Phi 
2.eta sister and Terrace One Hall 
Secretary Arny Stewart was pleased 
with the booth's success. 
The sisters of Gamma Delta Pi 
brought their tie-dye booth to 
Rocktoberfest once again. T-shirts 
to be tie-dyed could be purchsed 
from the sisters, but many people "We take the earth for granted. It· s 
ment, food and arts and_ crafts. A performarices by ·the Apple Lady 
selection of local produ~e, ~ome- and the Quilt Lady. ·, .. . 
made baked goods 3:0d con~~ous From Syracuse, The Apple Lady, 
performances by area· musicians, Ilse Sondmeir, wrot~ The Magic of 
country dancers; puppeteers and PQmme, 8:fid will be reading this 
street performers spice up the fes- tale to children and signing copies 
tivities of the weekend. ~ . . afterwards. The Quilt Lady, Donna 
The Downtown Craft Farr will · Hall, wjll present excerpts from a 
present over 50 invited artisans play, The Quilters, and will de-
selling their work that ranges from scribe quilt patterns and their ori-
potteryandjewelry to wooden ware, gins. 
blown glass and soft sculpture. Apple Harvest Weekend is 
This year, in addition to the acts, sponsored by the city of Ithaca and 
arts and foods, the festival presents Downtown Ithaca, Inc. 
Bedtime -_ ---
continued from page 13 
know. 
Other issues covered were ho-
mosexual and lesbian relationships 
and the necessity for protection 
against sexually transmitted dis-
eases. 
One such skit that received a 
somewhat uncomfortable reaction 
from the audience was entitled 
"Same World." The act featured 
two lesbians discussing "dental 
dams," devices used for protection 
against STDs during oral sex. 
"Same Conversation" was a skit 
that featured two couples; one het-
erosexual and one homosexual, 
planning their first intercourse. 
Specifically, this skit again empha-
sized theneedforcondom use, while 
simultaneously pointing out that 
heterosexuals are not the only 
people having sex and that every-
one needs to be protected. 
Upon conclusion, the perform-
ers received an enthusiastic ap-
plause and actors were willing to 
answer audience questions, al-
though there were few. 
The troupe was brought to Ithaca 
College by the "AIDS Working 
Group" which tries to sponsor two 
to three programs of this nature 
each year, along with the "Living 
With AIDS" panel. The ''Not Ready 
for Bedtime Players" seemed very 
enthusiastic about their cause and 
brought with them a variety of bro-
chures about AIDS and its preven-
tion. 
All in all, the show was done 
very tactfully, holding attention and 
piquing curiosity through its en-
tirety. 
Left, the Bedtime Players demonstrate creative uses of condoms 
during their performance at Emerson Suites. 
chose to take off the shirts they 
were wearing, rubber band them, 
and dunk them into the vats of col-
ored dye. 
Two petitions were taped to the 
Student Goverment Association's 
(SGA) table, one protesting dis-
crimination in the workplace, and 
concerning one's . ~xual orienta-
tion and the other higher education 
funding. PeteLepsch, student body 
president said they had received 
way over 200 signatures in a two 
hour period. SGA was also giving 
away free frisbees. 
Freezing, dripping hockey play-
ers could be seen at the IC Hockey 
Team's dunking booth. One dollar 
got you three hockey pucks to throw 
at the target. Stephanie Togri, the 
team's treasurer/manager said the 
players got dunked almost 
everytime, and was pleased with 
the popularity of the booth. 
Students got the chance to be 
music video stars at Bogart Hall 
Council's Video Lip Sync booth. If 
you brought your own video tape, 
you couldbevideotapedlipsyncing 
your favorite song. The booth was 
not very successful, according to 
Lee Willis, Bogart's Residence Di-
rector. "Perhaps it was too 
sophisticted," Willis said. 
As. the sun shined on, the tunes 
of Looney Tunes, the classic rock 
covers of Snaggletooth, and the gy-
rating sounds of Brother Meat ech-
oed throughout the quad. IC radio 
station 106 VIC was there to keep 
the music going in between the 
bands. 
' VIC~veawayfour boom boxes, 
donated by Gallager Electronics.as 
part of a contest you had to sign up 
for prior to Rocktoberfest, accord-
ing to Bob Quick, VIC'ssalesman-
ager. 
VIC station manager Daryl 
Landcastle decribed the event as 
"lhe culmination of our Rocktober 
weekend." 
Delta Mu Delta brother Danny 
Sline summed up the days events: 
"It was a great time for everyone to 
get together. Good music, good 
weather, what else could you ask 
for?" 
TAN~zu 
SON TfiN CENTER Dep,end on Kinko's 
® We Deliver The .'.Fastest And ~-'lJark.,est Tan In Town ....-I"' r, -i Come Tan With Us ! ...._, 
* Single Facial Bed * Triple Facial Bed 
1 O Session $45 1 O Sessions $55 
WOLFF TANNING Bl:DS · --.-· 
M~F 8AM - 9PM 272-5598 
Sat 8AM - 5PM • Sun SAM _ aPM 609 W. Chnton St. 
Expires 10/19/91 
When 9 to 5 isn't long enough 
• Copies • Binding • Collating 
• Specialty Papers • Padding • Folding 
• Laser lypesetting • Stapling ·•Cutting 
409 College Ave 
Ithaca, NV 14850 
273-0050 
.kinko•s· 
the copy center 
- o.1· • • •• • 
I'.•:,_·,;:, i'· •' 
alate 
Weekends Sing Along 
With Player Piano 
STEAKS• PRIME RIB LOBSTER 
SEAFOODeCHICKEN • LAMB 
. DUCK• SPECIALS 
COCKTAILS /Th:1PORTED & 
DOMESTIC BEER & WINES 
DINNER 6PM TUES-SAT 
Call (607) 539-7724 
2frn Slaucrvillc Rd. RL 79-5 milea Eut or lllllca 
Named #1 "BEST BREAKFAST IN ITHACA" 
1991 Readers Poll: Ithaca Times 
s' LOCATED 
OVER 30 WAFFLE COMBINATION& AVAILABLE 
MORE THAN 20 DllICIOU& OMntTI1:E& 
NOW &ERVING DELUXE BELGIAN WAffLE& 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK, AND 
NIGHTS EXCEPT SUNDAY NIGHT 
277-0007 
aal!IJl!lllllllli!l!lll!I 
Farmers 
& 
Shippers 
635 W. State St. 
Lunch: 11-2pm Mon-Sat 
Dinner: 5-11 pm 
Monday -
Wings - 20 cents each 
Tuesday -
Clam Nite - $2.50 per/dozen 
Wednesday -
25 Italian Night - From $5. 
Thursday - 25 Seafood Night - From $9. 
Friday-- -
Fish Fry - $6.25 
Saturday -
Prime Rib - $7.25 
,, 
; .... ;Y ' ; ' 
' ~ ' ' 
,, ',, 
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AUTHENTIC 
CHINESE FOOD 
PEKING - SZECHUAN - CANTONESE snLE 
OPEN 7 DAYS FOR LUNCHEON ~ DINNER 
PRIVATE PARTIES & FAST .TAKE OUT SERVICE 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
LUNCHEON BUFFET 
MON--SUN 11:30-2:00 
SUN-THURS 
11:30-9:30 P.M. 
FRI-SAT 11:30-1:00 A.M. 
Re6fowuud & T af>"8811t 
Serving f1ne food and drink 
to Ithacans for 
almost 100 years. 
·--------------R-------· 
: Find out why. · : 
: Bring ,in this coupon and get : 
: Five Dollars Off The Purchase : 
• Of Two Main Entrees : 
I . . • 
·----------------------
Since 1897; the basic policy of the Valley House 
has never changed - good food and drink in a 
relaxed atmosphere; while reasonable prices are 
important, quality comes fi4'st. Discover the 
restaurant local Ithacans have been enjo}'ing since 
1897 
801 We!ol Buffalo Street 
llhaca, Nc:w York 14850 
273-4410 
\mrl, P.1rk111K 
t hlklr1.11-. \hm1 
l'r11.11t lb11t11nll.utl1llc, 
I ' 
t' \' 
I ,'.· 
/ ,~ 
: -<,';' 
Serving: 
Lunch 11 :30 - 5:00 
Dinner 5:00 -10:00 
Sunday Brunch 11 :30 - 3:00 
Regional American Cookery 
Plus Authentic Hickory Smoked Barbecue 
Billy Bob· Jack's 
BBQ Shack & Steakhouse 
{}Id" ;lloati111at'e-Fi1r1 cf/eeia.lti~.· 
• BBQ Pork Ribs & Chicken• Marinated Steaks eSeafood • 
Wings • Sandwiches and our Belly Bustin' Salad Bar 
All you can eat salad bar featuring peeJ & eat shrimp, picnic 
salads, soup and chile. A, Price also includes draft beer & s_:ngria 
~~, 257 1122 
-~ ·-. ,,,, 
~-
, ... 
'Inien-PfiU 
'llietnamese & Cliinese ·Cuisine 
~ree '[Jefivery to IC Campus & f})owntown 
272-3357 
208 ~ 'Twga - near tlie commons 
Open 'Dai{y 
11am 
9vf.'Ifi until 10pm 
:f & S until 10:30pm 
Sun unti!9:30pm 
All You Can Eat Hot & Cold Buffet 
Included With all Entrees ~ 
~i * ~ .~,, .. · ..... 
Reservations Appreciated 
Dinner Hours - Mon- Sat 5pm 
Lunch Hours - Mon- Fri 11 :30-2pm 
903 Hanshaw Rd. 
Community Comers 
• Diners Club-Visa- Master Card-American.Express accepted • 
f •' 
• Lunch M-F 11:30-2 p.m. • Ithaca's Best Take Out 
Over 25 Different Combinations Ithaca Times '88 
• Dim Sum (Chinese Brunch) • Full Service Bar 
Saturday and Sunday 11:30-2 p.m. With Beer, Wine, and Cocktails 
; • Dinner 
= Specializing in Mandarin, Hunan, 
Szechuan, and Cantonese Cuizine 
• Party and Banquet Facilities 
For up to 150 people 
(Fraternity & Sorority Functions) 
NOW SERVING 
Luncheon Buffet - All You Can Eat 
Includes Soup, Chicken Wings, Fried Rice and 3 Main Entrees 
Weekdays 11:30- 2 p.m. $4.25 + tax 
Free delivery 
$10.00 Minimum Order 
MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW 
FOR PARENTS WEEKEND!! 
277-2838 
5:30 - 9:30 
Sunday-Thursday 11:30-10 p.m. 
Friday and Saturday 11 :30-10:30 p.m. 
All Major Credit Cards Accepted 
602 W. State St. 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Across from the Mobil Station 
·-
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, ~· > 
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$8.00 Rebate on Two dinners or 
111ore with this ad. Mon. thru Thurs. 
featuring American -cuisine 
with a 1920s flavor 
• 
serving lunch, dinner 
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Hitchcock classics series hatin-ts East Hill 
By Gary Rutkowski - · ~.-:i~ volved in a relationship with on~ of the spies 
Never out of vogue, Alfred Hitchcock's - (Claude Rains). Grant plays the FBI agent 
films are often screened in retrospect at many who is assigned to oversee the plan. Interest-
theaters. This month at Cornell Cinema. five ingly enough, during the filming of Notori-
of Hitchcock's films are being shown in. the ous, the real FBI had Hitchcock under sur-
series entitled, "Hitchcock in the Forties: vcillance when he used uranium as the means 
The Master comes to Hollywood."Theseries of creating the atom bomb in the screenplay. 
is ':1}eant to highlight the peak of Hitchcock• s The film is less a story about espionage, 
career and represent.his shift from British···- however, than that of the love triangle be-
low budget melodramas to American high tween the characters played by Bergman, 
budget suspense. Grant, and Rains. Rains is excellent as the 
With. a strong following in British film, sympathetic villain Alexander Sebastian. He 
Hitchcock came to the United States by con- captures the tragic side of his role by playing 
tractofproducerDavidO.Selznick.Hetraded the subservient son toward his character's 
the control he was used to having in his work mother and the lovingly blind to Bergman's. 
with the technical superiority of American Leopoldine Konstantin is extremely power-
ftlmmaking. Hitchcock was at his height as ful in the role of his dominating mother. 
an artist during the '40s amidst what is con- The camerawork of Notorious is worth not-
sidered to be the most creative Hollywood ing, especially the now-famous crane shot 
years--those dominated by film noir. that begins at the top of a grand staircase and 
Fihp noir, a genre that emphasized a more tracks down to a key conceled in Bergman's 
cynical view of American life, employed a hand. 
more stylistic view of filmmaking. It dealt Scene from 'SpellbOund,' (1945) Photo courtesy of Cornell Cinema The film was very popular with wstwar with more creative lighting techniques ( usu- audiences, and today remains a crisp, rich 
ally dealing with shadows), set design ( with Rebecca is essentially British in style and Shadow of a Doubt contains all the classic film and one of Hitchcock's most popular. 
an emphasis on "realistic" exteriors), and setting,closertoHitchcock's'30sfumstban Hitchcockelements:thecharming,handsome With 1948s Rope.vHitchcock made his 
narrative construction (using such devices as any of his other works. The strength of the villain"and his similiar but moral antagonist, transition to color. After completing his con-
the flashback more freely). film is in its acting and its admirable set the niece; the fear of police; the contained tractwithSelznicktheyearbefore,Hitchcock 
This movement was very similiar to that design. The credible perfonnancesadddeptb claustrophobic setting; and the undying sus- independently produced Rope and thus had 
of Gennan Expressionism of the '20s and toaseeminglysimplestoryline.Thesupport· pense. ultimatecontroloftheproduction. 
'30s, which Hitchcock was accustomed to ing cast is just as strong as the lead players, In the mode of film noir's turn to The film is essentially an experiment in 
since he had done some work in Germany withastandoutperfonnanceby JudithAnder- psychoanalytical dramas, Hitchcock worked cinematography. ll was shot with the intent 
during that period. Hitchcock successfully son as the sinister Mrs. Danvers. The set, ontheSe1znick-producedSpellbound(1945). of creating a continuous flow of action by 
used his past experience to emphasize film especially that of Manderly (the estate of Starring Gregory Peck and Ingrid Bergman, employing IO-minute takes (the maximum 
noir techniques in the work he did in America Olivier's character), illustrate the grand scale with dream sequences by Salvador Dali, the before the camera needs reloading) and male-
during the 1940s. in which the film was made. film wouldseemasurehit. However,itisless ing careful transitions between these takes. 
Having had tremendous success with his Closer to the style of American films, pleasingthanmostofHitchcock's '40sfilms. What results is similat: to a filmed play, yet 
lasttilm,GoneWiththeWind,Selznicklooked Shadow of a Doubt (1943) was directed by Spellboundbecomessoinvolvedwiththe not quite as static as one might think. The 
to capitalize on Hitchcock's reputation. He Hitchcock among his Selznick ventures. The psychologicalreasonsofthemaincharacter's experiment was somewhat successful if a bit 
imposed high production standards on Re- screenplay was co-written by Thorton Wilder, behavior that one almost misses the thrust of distracting at times. 
becca, Hitchcock's first American film. whichisprobablywhatgaveitsuchanAmeri- the film's ploL Hitchcock acmally admitted Rope follows the murder of a college 
Hitchcock had been unable to do Rebecca in can flavor. to director Francois Truffaut: "The whole student by two acquaintances. The acquain-
Great Britain due to the fact that the rights to Many critics have pointed to Shadow of a thing is too complicated, and I found the lances celebrate by having a party for every-
the novel were too costly. Selznick purchased Doubt as Hitchcock's greatest film. It has the explainations toward the end very confus- one who knew him with his bodyhidden on 
the rights toRebecca, in part, to lure Hitchcock feel of what was to be known as a "Hitchcock ing." the premises. This morbid plot didn 'tsit well 
into coming to Hollywood. film," suspenseful from beginning to end. Theromance between Peck and Bergman with audiences in 1948 and continues to be 
Rebecca (1940) was based on a Daphne The story concerns a mysterious uncle in Spellbound pales in comparison to the unsettling today. 
du Maurier novel about a woman (Joan (Joseph Cotten) whose past is slowly being chemistrybetweenCaryGrantandBergman CorneJl Cinema will be featuring a 
Fontaine)caughtintheshadowofhernew\y- uncovered by his niece (Teresa Wright). in Hitchcock's Notorious (1946). This film Hitchcock movie every Tuesday night 
wed husband's (Laurence Olivier) former Hume Cronyn has a humorous role, which concemsawomanhiredbytheUnitedStates throughout October. 
wife. The film won the Academy Award for his screen debut. He later acted in and wrote to infiltrate a Brazilian household that is the For more information, please call 255.: 
Best Picture and Best Cinematography. many Hitchcock films. center of a Nazi operation by becoming in- 3522 after 5 p.m. 
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Remember these dates: 
October 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 
21,22,23,24,25 
These are the days you can sign up 
for your senior portrait - the picture 
that will be used in the 1991-92 edition 
of The Coyugan. 
Sign up in the Campus Center lobby from 
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. either of these days. 
Don't be left out of this special 
centennial edition of the yearbookl 
A $13 sitting fee will be due at the time of the sitting 
Portraits will be taken Oct. 28-Nov. 8. Questions? Call 
The Cayugan office. 274-1102 
& ®tber ~ameg 
at 
Uoniius for Uolleutors 
148 The Commons, Ithaca• 272-3007 --
p_ 
* TIRED OF NOT BEING RICH? LEARN TO POUR!* 
P.M. Bartending® Course 
We offer: 
Certified instructors 
with over 5 years of 
experience. 
T.I.P.S. certification 
available. 
Thorough, hands-on 
training . 
... All at a fraction of the 
cost at most schools .... 
can 277-4183 
for more information. 
What you need to know: 
In New York State, 
anyone over 18 may legally 
serve alcohol. 
$$$$ Graduates of this 
session will be trained by 
the holidays! $$$$ 
FREE 
Information Session : 
Tuesday, 
October 22nd 
Textor Hall 102 
7:00p.m. 
October 3, 1991 
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A battle of wits set in poetic nature 
Cornell's theatre department opens its season with 'Who's Afraid of Virginia Wolf 
By Geoffrey Colo [ j · 
Com~n·~ ~partrnent of The-REVIEW I manylevels. ltisamorepoeticand 
atreArtsigrutesus 1991-92season __ emotional setting than a realistic 
WI.th a powerful presentation of ,___-:-~------..J one," Feldshuh said. matter it highlights is unsettling at - Th1·s poeti"c nature o es to be Edward Albee's Who's A>'"~aid o•r · pr v 
'J' 'J times_ ._Albee'sissueofadulteryand ve s bolic D · A t I 
"iroinia Woollfl Experienced di- ry ym · unng c , por-
v, o vanations of murder are placed in a tions of the set are concealed with 
rec ting, acting, and set designing context that some may find disturb- large sheets of torn paper. In one 
all combinetodeliveratopquality ing. interpretation, this symbolizes the 
performance. David Feldshuh, artistic direc- li th h 1 d 
The P,ay 1·s a highly m· tellectual f th torn ves ese c aracters ea , and ,, tor o e Cornell Center for The- t th · tha th 
and emoti·onatly driven pi·ece of Arts a e same time suggests t ey atre , directs the production. are h"d" fro th 
Work that was first m· troduced to Hi 1 mg some secrets m e s experience comes from direct- audience. 
the stage in 1962. ingclosetoadozenplaysatCornell. When the paper is peeled away 
It fell under a cloud of skepti- His latest presentation, Who's for Act II, the facts behind George 
cism for its occasional obscenities Afraido/Virginia Woolf! deserves and Martha's imaginary child, and 
and touchy subject matter, but de- notedrecognition,foritscleverstag- Honey's mysterious pregnancy be-
spite that the_play was a hit, receiv- ing and polished style. gin to get revealed. 
ing several prestigious awards, and The acting is outstanding, which In the final act, the set is placed 
giving its writer Edward Albee in- is no surprise considering the per- behind a backdrop of white clouds, ..::~-
temational recognition. formers. Sheriden Thomas and blue sky, symbolizing open- Photo courtesy of Patricia Reyno s 
The story takes place in the liv- (Martha), Craig MacDonald ness and freedom. This is when the 
ing room of George and his wife (George),andTonyFreeman(Nick) conflictsbetweenthecharactersare 
Martha, a middle-aged faculty are Resident Professional Theatre finally resolved. 
couple who enjoy playing sadistic Associates who also teach at Costume designer, Cindy Orr 
games of humiliation against each Cornell, and Meta Golding (Honey) chooses attire that effectively ex-
other and theirunsuspectingguests. is a Cornell undergraduate. presses the traits of each character. 
These cruel mental games evolve Theirperformancesareconvinc- George's cardigan, and black 
into a battle of wits, pitting mind ingandcornpelling,especiallyTho- rimmed glasses suit his look as his-
against mind. mas• portrayal of Martha. torian and philosopher, and 
Theblackhumoriscontinuously The set was skillfully designed Martha's fieryredensembleeludes 
From left: Craig McDonald and Meta Golding 
In a scene from Cornell's "Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf" 
tie look suggests his confusion and 
need for relaxation, and Honey's 
conservative dress and bow con-
veys her naivety. 
Lighting designer, Patrick Gill 
and sound designer, Chuck Hatcher 
should also be credited for their 
efforts. 
will be presented on Oct 3, 4 and 5 
at 8 p.m. in the Center for Theatre 
Ans' Proscenium Theatre. 
funnyandengaging,butthesubject by Ming Chen. ''The set works on toherovertsensuality.Nick'sloose 
'Semesters' kicks off season with national recognition 
Who's Afraid o/Virginia Woolf? 
Tickets for the production are $5 
and $7 and are available at the 
Center for Theatre Arts Box Office. 
Call (607) 254-2787 for more in-
formation, or to purchase tickets. 
By Steve M. Cbaggaris 
Love. . .intrigue. . .lb:.eption~mmder. 
Ithaca College's soap opera, Se-
mesters, enters its second semester 
on a high note. Tiie show was re-
cently featured in an article in Soap 
Opera Weekly. 
The article highlighted Semes-
, ters co-creator Fred Fouquet and 
Eloise Greene, manager of televi-
sion operations, who discussed the 
show's inception and its compli-
cated production. The show is shot 
completely on location requiring 
an enormous time commitment on 
the part of the producers. Greene 
said she dido 't think the creators 
"knew how much time this was 
going to take." 
"[Shooting on location] means 
long hours trucking the equipment 
around, but the end result looks 
more professional," Fouquet said. · 
Toe original proposal, submit-
ted by Fouquet, George Doty and 
Sandra Gordon stated that the show 
was to be shot half on location and 
half in the studio. 
When money problems pre-
vented them from shooting in the 
studio, they decided to shoot all of 
it on location. Doty joked that, in 
the beginning, he"didn'tknow what 
they were getting into. '1 
Nevertheless, in two semesters 
Fouquet, Doty and Gordon pro-
duced a total of eight episodes. 
The show first aired in the spring 
of 1991 on Ithaca College Televi-
sion. The producers applied to have 
their show aired on the National 
Association of College Broadcast-
ers' U-Net, which broadcasts to 
college campuses around the coun-
try. Later that semester, U-Net 
picked up the show. 
For the Fall '91 semester, Karen 
Goodwin and Georgene Smith have 
taken over as producers and are 
planning four new episodes for the 
spring ofl 992. 
Goodwin said that she couldn't 
discuss any of the upcoming epi-
sodes, but she allowed that "most of 
the original cast is returning, with 
about seven or eight new charac-
ters." 
The f'ust eight episode . air ,;m 
Sunday and Wednesday nights at 
8:30 on ICTV Channel 54. 
WEEKEND PROGRAM~ING 
PRESENTS 
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Movie Listings Oct. 3-10 
HOYT'S AT THE CINEMA POLIS 
'Miracl.e' needs:-some 
salvation of its own 
PYRAMID MALL 
phone 257-2700 
Listings for Oct. a·only 
Fisher King [R]---Daily 
3:50, 6:40, 9:30 
Nightmare on Elm Street; 
Freddy's Dead [R)--' Daily 
4:10, 7:15, 9:45 
Decelved[R]-- Daily 4, 7, 
9:40 
Late. For Dinner [PG]--
Daily 4:15, 6:50, 9:25 
Doc Hollywood [PG-13}--
Daily 4:20, 7:20, 9:30 
Terminator II [R]--Daily 
3:45, 6:40, 9:10 
Necessary Roughness 
[PG-13]-- Daily 4:30, 7:10, 
9:50 
SAB WEEKEND 
MOVIES 
phone 274-3383 
Misery-- Fri. & Sat. 7, 9:30; 
Sun. matinee at 2 
Creepshow-- Sun. at 7,_ 
9:30 
phone 272-1256 
Barton Fink [R]-- Daily 
7:15, 9:30; Sat. & Sun. at 
2:15, 4:30 
The Mlracle [NR]-- Daily 
9:35; Sat. & Sun. at 4:35 
Europa Europa [R]- Daily 
7:20; Sat. & Sun. at 2:20 
STATE THEATER 
phone 273-2781 
The Commitments [R]--
Daily 7, 9:30; Sat. & Sun. at 
2, 7, 9:30 
Dead Again [RJ-- Daily 
7:20, 9:30; Sat. & Sun. at 2, 
7:20, 9:30 
FALL CREEK 
phone 272-1256 
Paris Is Burning [NRJ--
Daily 7:15, 9:30 
Terminator II fRJ-- Daily 7, 
9:45; 
The Doctor fRJ-- Daily 7:20 
Boyz In the Hood f R]--
Daily 4:45 
By Adam Heroux 
· Imagineamovieinwhichateen-
ager, whosehobbyiscreatingpasts 
for people he has never met, acci-
dentally smmbles upon a woman 
who turns out to be his mother, 
whom he had previously thought to 
be dead. Sounds like the makings 
for an intriguing fihn, right? Unfor-
tunately, director Neil Jordan is not 
fully able to follow through in his 
new movie The Miracle. 
Th~ story revolves around 
Jimmy Coleman (Niall Byrne), an 
Irish teenager living a dead-end life 
in a seacoast suburb of Dublin with 
his alcoholic father (Daniel 
McCann). Tohelpalleviatehisbore-
dom, Jimmy and his friend Rose 
(Lorraine Pilkington),another teen-
ager dissatisfied with her life, pass 
time by inventing histories for any 
stranger within viewing distance. 
In the process, they happen to 
notice a my·sterious woman, Renee 
(Beverly D'Angelo), entering the 
train station. Intrigued with how 
out of place she looks, the two fol~ 
low, curious to see what has brought 
her to their area. 
After the woman discovers she 
is beingfollowed,Jimmyintroduces 
himself, hoping to divine her se-
cret. Upon hearing his name, a wave 
of recognition passes over Renee's 
face. As it turns out, she is his 
mother who Jimmy had previously 
thought was deceased. She does 
not reveal this to him, however. She 
quickly leaves, promising to see 
Jimmy again sometime soon. 
The two meet on and off again 
Movie 
Review 
The Miracle 
The Ithacan rates movies from 1 
to 10, wtth10 being the best. 
over the course of a few weeks in a 
series of uncomfortable encounters. 
Mistaking Renee's motherly af-
fection for sexual attraction.Jimmy 
becomes bent on seeing her as often 
as possible. Despite wanting to tell 
him the truth, Renee holds back at 
the insistence of Jimmy's father 
Sam, who has learned of Jimmy's 
obsession. Eventually ,Jimmy spots 
his father and Renee together, set-
ting off tensions between himself 
and his father. 
Unable to see him in pain any 
longer, Sam tells Jimmy the truth, 
revealing what Jimmy admits to 
suspecting, but denying, all along. 
When he sees Renee again, he forces 
her to admit her secret, and tell him 
why she left In the end, Jimmy is 
left feeling isolated, with ~s father 
wasting away as an alcoholic, and a· 
mother who still considers herself 
"dead." 
He takes refuge in a small church, 
where Rose had told him that"Christ 
works in mysterious ways." He col-
lapses onto a pew, challenging 
Christ to bring him a miracle by 
sunrise. He receives one, witli a 
little help from Rose, and is given 
new hope for his life. The fihn 
closes with Jimmy and Rose find-
ing in one another the companion-
ship_ they have been looking for all 
along. 
The plot of The Miracle is pre-
dictable, especially considering_the 
fact that in reality Renee is Jimmy's 
mother is revealed early in the film. 
Too much of the film is spent_on 
scenes in which Renee and Sam try 
to prevent Jimmy from discovering 
the inevitable truth. 
Jordan does manage to break 
some of this monotony with some 
interesting dream sequences, sym-
bolizing Jimmy's separation from 
his father. Unform~ately, these se-
quences end midway through the 
film, and aren't able to overcome 
the slow pace. 
What does make The Miracle a 
better 'than average movie are the 
performances by Byrne,Pilkington, 
and Mccann: The scenes between 
Jimmy and his· father are wrought 
with emotional intensity, while the 
scenes between Jimmy and Rose _ 
are full of wit and charm. 
Pilkington deserves special 
credit for lifti~g her character from 
being merely a companion of 
Jimmy, to being able to stand on her 
own and show some substance of 
her own. While D' Angelo does ad-
equately on her own, she lacks suf-
ficient emotion to match up with 
the other actors. 
Despite the phenomenal acting, 
and a fantastic soundtrack, by the 
end of the fihn, the only miracle 
that the audience will be in store for 
is a minor one. 
MAX's & Q104 FM 
IIARVEST Ii WEEliEi 
October 4, 5 · & 6 
Harvest Produce, Entertainment, Food, 
Arts and Crafts Fair 
FR_IDAV. OCT. 4 
12 00PM Simple Gifts Folk Music (1n front of Logos Book Store) 
2 30PM Johnny Russo New Orleans Duo (Center Pavilion) 
3 30PM CSMA Jan Ensemble (Center Pav1Joo:,\ 
SATURDAY. OCT. 5 
11 ODAM Dickens mew,n Park) 
11 ODAM Harvest Trio (Center Pavilion) 
11 ODAM 
12 00PM 
12 00PM 
12 3DPM 
1 00PM 
1 30PM 
2 00PM 
2 00PM 
2 3DPM 
300PM 
1130PM 
12 00PM 
12.30PM 
12 3DPM 
12 30PM 
l·00PM 
1:00FM 
2:00PM 
2:00PM 
2:30PM 
3·00PM 
3 00PM 
Magic Garden Puppets !CVS Pavrl1on) 
Harvest Trio (East End Pavilion) 
Dickens (Center Pavilion) 
The Quoit Lady, Donna· Hall (CVS Pav1l1on) 
Desperado (Center Pav1l1on) 
The Apple lady. Ilse Sondheimer. Story Telling (CVS Pav1hon) 
Harvest Trio (Chess Table Arca) 
Wine rastong w/Knapp \rlncyards at H&H Liquors (218 The Commons) 
Dickens (CVS Pavilion) 
T Crane and The Gray Sky Boys. Country Dancing (C'cnter Pavilion) 
SUNDAY, OCT. 6 
D Burt1ck, Bonsai Demonstration (The Plantation) 
Harvest Troe (Center Pavilion) 
Peanut Butter and Jelly Puppets (CVS Pav1hon) 
Flo Flumerfelt Classical Quartet (Center Ithaca Atrium) 
Dan Veaner, Celtic Harpist (DeWitt Mall Cale) 
Cornell International Folk Dancers (Center Pavilion) 
Harvest Trio (East End Pavilion) 
Cayuga Chimes (CVS Pav1hon) 
Dan Vcaner, Celtic Harpist (Corner Book Store) 
Dessert Contest Winner (Center Pavilion) 
D Burtick. Bonsai Demonstration (The Plantation) 
Ithaca Ageless Jazz Band (Center Pavilion) 
The Downtown Ithaca Juried CRAFT FAIR On The Commons & "QUILTS 
1991" The TompkJns County Quilters Guild's Biennial Quilt Show at the 
Ithaca High School, 1401 North Cayuga Street _ . · 
SATURDAY. OCTOBER 5 · 10AM-6PM & SUN.DAY'. OCTOBl'!R 6 :: -10AM-5PM 
Free shunle service with compl1men1ary apples provided by the Cornell Orchard v-111 run contmuously. 
between The Chnlon House, 120 N Cayuga Sr. and The Curit Show al the Ithaca High School:_' : 
Sponsored by Oowntm;vn lthaca"lnc., The City of'lthai:a, Ce~ter Ithaca Merchants , 
Ass9ciation, Dewitt Mall Merchants Association and Downtown Merchants 
Present 
TIX $7 in advance 
$9 at the door 
' 
Collection of 
songs from the # 1 
BASSIST and a few 
close friends 
· - .413 OLD TAUGHANNOCK BLVD. 
ITHACA, NEW YORK 
607-272-0279 
18 + admitted 
--_: - :~vailab_l~--at ~ebop Re,c~r~s - Collegetown 
·1thaca.Compact Disc 
MAX'S.:--.-·· 
WEi>N~si)fiy OCTOBER 9 
·· · · · ·· · a p.ni. · 
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OUR COMMITMENT TO 
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES OF 
ECYCLING AND WASTE REDUCTION 
· ITHACA COLLEGE STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
ASSOClATION 
<. .. 
, . ...., 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
PERSONALS 
Hey Marie--
Look! Your very first personal! 
London's great Try to keep the 
boys out of trouble. See ya in De-
cember. 
Roberta 
MikeO., 
We know you love your girlfriend, 
but in the elementary school? Stay 
out of the bad weather and go to 
bed! 
0.K. Grampa. 
Dear Jeni-
Gamma Delta Pi misses you! Stay 
away from the vino until we see 
you-okay? We love you! 
The Girls at 149A. 
Loni-
Good luck on LSAT! 
FIGARO 
FRANZ 
DAWG 
HUM 
MOUNT UP! 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
FAST FUNDRAISER $1000 in 1 
week- Greeks, Clubs, ANYONE. 
No investment 1-800-748-6817. 
FREE TRAVEL, CASH AND EX-
CELLENT BUSINESS EXPERI-
ENCE! Openings available for-in-
dividuals or student organizations 
to promote the countries most suc-
cessful SPRING BREAK tours. Call 
Inter-campus programs 1-800-327-
6013. 
Fraternities, sororities, campus or-
ganizations, highly motivated indi-
viduals-Travel FREE plus earn up 
to$3000+ selling SPRING BREAK 
trips to *Cancun*South Padre 
Island*Bahamas/Cruise* Acapulco: 
1-800-258-9191. 
Free Food for Flyer Distribution on 
Campus--<:all Irving's Deli 272-
4787. 
SERVICES 
Marty Heresniak ('74), Voice 
Teacher. Technique, Repertory, 
Tom- Reading, Presence. 502 University 
Everyone says you're nice, funny Ave, Ithaca, 272-2892. 
inteJligent-but do you realize -----------
you're also theHOTIESTmanon Raise $500 ... $1000 ... $1500 
the dance floor Friday nights ? FOOLPROOF FUNDRAISING 
SUBLET 
Spring Semester Sublet-1 room in 
large4 bedroom apanmenL Washer 
~d dryer, 1 minute to Commons. 
$225/ month-female. Call: Heidi 
256-7024. 
For your fraternity, sorority, team 
or other campus organization. Ab-
solutely no investmentrequired! Act 
now the chance to win a Caribbean 
Cruise and fabulous prizes! Call 1-
800-950-8472, ext. 50. 
Real affordable Tarot Card read-
ings for guidance and clarity. Call 
Jeff for an appointment, 277-3343. 
WHEN WAS THE LAST 
TIME YOU SCORED BIG? 
LSAT 
GMAT 
MCAT 
GRE 
The Princeton Review--272-
2000, 800-443-PREP 
NOTICES 
PAINTBALL play America's 
hottest new action sport, where the 
hunted shoot back. Call about col-
lege specials-can handle groups 
up to 50. Weekend Warriors-1-
796-2824. 
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRA-
LIA- Information on semester, 
year, graduate, summer, and in-
ternship programs in Perth, 
Townsville, Sydney, and 
Melbourne. Programs start at 
$3520. Call 1-800-878-3696 
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to 
students or student organizations -
promoting our Spring Break Pack-
ages. Good Pay & Fun. Call CMI. 
1-800-423-5264. 
The American Markebng Asso-
ciation is starting a new year with a 
list of J~p notch speakers. Join us 
Oct 9 in TIO as Professors Don 
Eckrich and Charlene Heidt speak 
about self-marketing. For more in-
formation call Larry Cohen at 256-
2550. 
HORSEBACK RIDING- $12 hr., 
1 lfl hr $15. Longer privat trails 
available. A Lonestar Stable, 
Horner/ScpU-607-749-3593. · 
All Classifieds must be in by Sp.m. on 
the Monday preceding publication. 
EARN $$$ OVER WINTER 
BREAK! P.M. BARTENDING 
offers full certification and training 
by end of TIIlS tenn. Free info 
session Tuesday, Oct. 22 at 7 p.m., 
Textor Hall 102. Call 277-4183 for 
details. 
FOR RENT 
Cottages-September, October, 
November. East Shore weekly. 2/3 
bedroom. Graduation week avail-
able. 257-3946. 
Attention Fraternities or Sorori-
ties Renting for 1992-1993 school 
year- 30 bedroom building-fur-
nished with laundry and off-street 
parking. Ca,11277-5576 Monday -
Friday, or 273-5370 on weekends. 
,,111,,®;-;,,;i'.,_'._, .,-_: - ---- " _ 
Lid .. -. -
S. Aurora St. SIEONS 
Fl.111S 
IICA'MIERS 
AIIERPE 
6 BECROOM HOUSE 
Lats ot Parking lfREE} • 18 ar 12 Month I.use 
Prl111 South HUI Location 
a walk to class or a walk to the Haunt 
$250/mo. plus'' utll. -·. 
273-7082 :::.-
-Renting for 1992/1993 school 
year- Brand new 5 bedroom luxury 
apanrnents. Completely furnished, 
off-street parking, laundry, and in-
tercom security system. Call 277-
5576 or 273-5370. 
For '92- '93: 3 bedroom apt. or 6 
room house. 2 full bath and 2 
kitchen. 2 Laundry. 6 parking 
spaces. Call 272-1131, 11 a.m. - 11 
p.m. 
Now Renting for 1992-1993 
School Year- Hudson Street, 
Hillview Place, Prospect Street 2-
15 bedroom apartments-available 
by apartment or rent whole house. 
All apartments furnished, most have 
off-streetparking.277-5370. 
FOR SALE 
Taking Photography course? For 
Sale: Kashica 35mm camera, 
lenses, flash, case, small .tripod, 
light meter. $200. Call 272-8610 
For Sale: Trivial Pursuit set: case, 
original Baby Boomer, Sports, Sil-
ver Screen Games. $50. Call 272-
8610. 
Bike for sale: men's 26 inch 
Panasonic, mint condition $130 
(neg.) Mike, 277-8134. 
RIDEBOARD. 
Two-way ride wanted to Bergen 
County (Oradell) for Fall Break. 
Call Murray at 256-9881. 
,For infonnation on placing a 
· Classified with the Ithacan, feet." 
free to call 274-3208, or stop by 
Park 269. Staff will assist you. 
MOTHER GOOSE AND GRIMM By MIKE PETERS 
SEE. <r'OU lATeR, 
GRIMMY, IMOFF 
ro -rHE. TAN~ltJG 
SALO/.J, 
oo,,.fr FoRGat me. 
SHAKE. ~N' SA\<E,, 
THE FAR SIDE 
,, By 
GARY LARSON 
Bad \uc.l< i Relo.tives cornit19 for visif. 
Omens (and their meanings) 
,'1•28 
'Ni\1-li Ta G() S~L\l~Kl~G 
'Nm\ ME? 
SKRWCH! ~~~ 
~~ o:J~~~- ~~~~ 
- ~~ '--.._- ., 
: ·• ~ _;0 ·----=1-, -
. 
WI-\EN '{00 DISiliJER BUT S\JPl'C:1St: '/0\l DIDNi 
S()M8\-\\t{\J, 'iO\l'~ f>.lli)Will D\S(.C'JE.R Tuf>..T CREEK -
TO N~ME IT f\.ND M" \JP 
P., S\G~ 
( 
~\ 
\ 
•t---
WIIIJAKe 
YIJU _? 
\ 
'· ... • 1- •• • ~· ... -· 
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AEP/11/ 
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(01991 Unrvtrs.ilP!!ssSym:late 
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THE FAR SIDE 
By 
GARY LARSON 
In what was destined to be a short-lived spectacle, a 
chicken, suspended by a balloon, floated through 
the Samurai bar's doorway. 
10.i;;t--
Where the deer and the antelope work 
(iii;) 
~ 
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Women hooters blank RIT behind.dominant ·offense-and defense 
By Pam Rollinson scorer was junior forward Lise the amount of practice spent on 
1c·women's soccer The score may have read 5-0 in Moore. Sophomore midfielder shooting in the past week: 
favor of the IC women's soccer Kristin Kaupang had two assists. However,ICwasn'ttooworried 
· career goal scoring leaders team, but the game proved to be a Senior goaltender Beth Howland going into their match-up against 
tougher match-up against the Roch- held down IC' s goal with two saves the Tigers. "RIT wasn't supposed No.Name Seasons Games Goals 
ester Institute of Technology (RIT) for the shutout. The win places her to be tough," Farmer said. ''There 
than was expected on Saturday, ac- third on the list of goaltenders in the are at least seven or eight teams on 
cording to head coach Patrick Empire Athletic Association (EAA) our schedule that are better than 
Farmer. as of Sept 22, 1991. they are.'~ IC's record is now 3-0-1 
The Bombers were able todomi- Freshman goalkeeper Emily intheEAA. 
nate the first 15 minutes of the half, Johnson made one save in her first The Bombers will travel to 
Farmer said. But it wasn't until the collegiate contest. Hartwick on Saturday to face the 
second half that IC was able to Farmer said that nothing was Warriors. IC beat Hartwick 2-1 in 
really take over. The Bombers done intentionally different. "I think overtime last season. However, this 
scored four goals in the final 18 the girls were more relaxed after is the first year Hartwick is a mem-
minutes of the game. their game against William Smith her of the EAA. 
Leading the scorers was fresh- on Thursday," Farmer said. Hartwick has always had a good 
man Paige Miller, who scored twice. IC was able to finish off their team in the past, Farmer said. 
Junior midfielder Lorrie Deyle shots closer to RIT' s· goal, accord- "They'll be pushing to do well 
notched two goals as well. The final ing to Farmer. He attributed this to against us." 
Strong second half rallies Bombers 
By Christa Anoll 
Sue Bender scored two goals to lead the 
field hockey team to a2-1 come-from-behind 
victory over Messiah. 
FIELD HOCKEY 
Rory Hoover scored the only goal for,the 
Falcons unassisted at 2:30 into the game. 
Messiah dominated with their offense for 
most of the first half. After Messiah's first 
goal, head coach Doris Kostrinsky told the 
defense they must play tighter physically 
marking in the circle. 
"Messiah had a lot of strong moves and 
cutting from their forwards and we were 
allowing them too much space to do what 
they wanted," Kostrinsky said. . 
TheBombersbuckleddownandimproved 
their defense. "After the first goal when I sort 
of got on them a little bit, and realized we 
were gonna be in for a long day, we tightened 
the defense and played more physical, which 
led to a quicker transition to offense." 
At the end of the first half, Bender took a 
pass from Amy Carpenter and lifted the ball 
over the Falcon goalie's head into the right 
hand comer of the net The goalie didn't even 
have time to react to the shot 
"It was really a beautifully, well-executed 
goal. You don't see kids rea~tingiike that or 
having the poi$e to realize that here was a 
relatively short goalie and here's how I'm 
gonna beat her," Kostrinsky said. 
. IC came O!Jt strong in the second half, but 
failed to convert their offensive opportuni-
ties until Bender's second goal of the game. 
Bender deflected a hard center from Jen 
Allen with less than three minutes left in 
regulation to put IC ahead for good. 
Messiah outshot the Bombers, 2s:23, and 
also took more penalty corners, 18-7. Wynne 
Lobel had 20 saves in goal for IC. 
Kostrinsky said, "If we had been a little 
quicker or harder with our shots we would 
have had a few more goals earlier in the 
game." 
1. Maureen Nolan 1983-'86 68 
2. Tracy Deyle 1986-'89 82 
3. Janet Wright 1981-'83 45 
4. Lisa Castano 1983-'85 51 
Tracy Coomber 1987-'90 89 
6. Leslie Murphy 1981-'84 61 
7. Michelle Frech 1984-'87 69 
8. Laura Goldin 1984-'85 31 
9. Lorrie Deyle 1988-present 54 
Lise Moore 1989-present 57 
MOVIES PRESENTS 
32 
24 
22 
21 
21 
19 
18 
16 
14 
14 
"1\ L~NDMARK PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER:' 
... , . ~NEA~~~o 
- \rrn11n xnn. I Pl · 
"*****· HE..\RT-STOPP~G. HAIR-RAIS~G. BREATII-TAKI~G srsPE~SE." 
· \\tr\R.1,~1111 J\ \\\ltll\JH 
~ . " ~ ~ i I \ • • .. ·:,. •, 
~TEPHE\ KI\G U I l LI \ \I G O L D \I\ \ 
r--------------------, FRIDAY-October 4 SATURDAY-October s 
7:00 p.m. 7:00 p.m. 
MISERY MISERY 
9:30 p.m. 9:30 p.m. 
MISERY MISERY 
12:00 a.m. 12:00 a.m. 
NIIGHT OF THE NIGHT OF THE 
LIVING DEAD LIVING DEAD ., 
SUNDAY - October 6 
2:00 p.m. 
CREEPSHOW 
7:00 p.m. 
CREEPSHOW 
PRICE 9:30 p.m. 
Fri. & Sat . $3.00 CREEPSHPOW PLACE 
Sun. - $2.00 Textor 102 L------~~------------~ 
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.Johnston looks for right combination to unlock potential 
By-Oickon Geddes 
Trying to figure out the Ithaca 
College golf team is like wondering 
who Donald Trump will go out with 
next Almost impossible. 
GOLF 
For the SUNY Binghamton In-
vitational on Monday, head coach 
James Johnston changed the play-
ers mental attitude toward the game. 
"On the drive down there, I got the 
players to talk about golf and noth-
ing else," Johnston said. 
''There were not allowed to talk 
about their history class, or which 
party they were going to that night 
Only about golf." 
That seemed to relax the players 
a bit, and in a very strong field, they 
placed ninth out of 12. 
Johnston said he was happy with 
the way the team perfonned. "They 
all shot in the 80s, which was pleas-
ing," he said. It was th~ Bombers' 
lowest combined score for the sea-
son. 
"It was a very good field with 
some excellent schools competing," 
Johnston said. SUNY Binghamton 
was a good example. They won the 
toumament and 4 out of their 5 
players had rounds in the 70s. 
Sophomore Jonathan Cupp shot 
the best round of the day for the 
Bombers, a solid nine over par 81. 
After a couple of early double bo-
geys, Cupp settled down and kept 
his head. 
"I had two double bogeys in t!Je 
first two holes," Cupp said. "How-
ever after that I shot mostly pars 
and one or two birdies." An inter-
esting fact about Cupp' s round was 
that he never took his driver out of 
his bag. "I hit irons from the tee all 
day, because the course is very 
narrow," he said. 
Cupp said that the course was 
just like the weather, absolutely 
lovely. "It was a great course," he 
said. "It was very fair, the bunkers 
and fairways were well kept and the 
greens were good and true. I really 
enjoyed the round." 
Saturday was another strange 
afternoon for the Bombers. For the 
second time this season, the second 
team outplayed the first team. The 
top squad had a combined score of 
445, not good enough to beat 
Elmira's 443. However, Ithaca's 
second team, even though their 
score doesn't officially count, beat 
them both by having a combined 
score of 439. 
Johnston said he was not happy 
with the situation. "Nobody (on the 
squad) should have accepted that 
match," he said. "That was the 
highest score we have had all sea-
son." 
The match against Na7.areth on 
Thursday was cancelled, so 
Johnston used the day as a mid-
season qualifying round. 
Whoever shot the five best scores 
would play on Saturday on the first 
team. 
Jeff Wexler was one of the top 
five. Wexler, the senior captain, 
was scheduled to play on the second 
team on Thursday. 
"After what I had promised the 
players on Thursday and what 
Wexler achieved, lcouldn'tgo back 
on my word and therefore Wexler 
played in the first team," Johnston -
said. Wexler made good on the op-
porrunity, leading the first team with Footer, Cupp, Marc Feocco, and 
an 85. Greg Howson. 
Freshman Joshua Footer shot a This tournament is a bit differ-
95 on Thursday and played ·on the · ent because the top 10 individual 
second team Saturday. He promptly scores and the first top team will go 
then went out Saturday and shot the and play another course later this 
lowest round of the day for the month. 
Bombers, an 82. Last year Ithaca didn't do very 
"That made a big difference to well, but this year Johnston is very 
the result," Johnston said. "If he hopeful that an Ithaca individual 
had played on the first team, we can make the top 10. "I don't think 
would have won, but hey, that's we will come top as a team," 
life." Johnston said. "But I am hoping 
The team will play at the Eastern that one of the individuals, and they 
Collegiate Athletic Association all have the potential, can get it 
(ECAC) regionals at Colgate on right on the day and make that top 
Thursday, and Cupp said that he 10." 
has played there before. "Iliveabout Johnston admits it is not going to 
40 minutes from the course, so I be a cinch. 
played there in my summer holi- "There are about 25 teams tak-
days," he said. ing part, including the very strong 
Cupp is looking forward to the teamsfromSUNYBinghamtonand 
round immensely. "It's a very nice Colgate, so it will not be easy," 
course, but it's tough and narrow. I Johnston said. "I will keep my fin-
think it's one of the hardest courses gers crossed and pray." 
around," Cupp said. Johnston thought that a score of 
Johnston is taking the same five 76 or 77 will be good enough for 
players to the ECAC regionals at that top 10. 
Colgate that played in the SUNY This is the Bombers' final tour-
Binghamton Invitational: Wexler, nament of the season. 
Bomb Sight-----------------------------
continued from back page nior Beth Howland in a 5-0 blank- Senior Sue Bender is the hottest Inside Information geance. Jim Butterfield has no-
ing of RIT. What's so interesting? scorer on the South Hill. She has Will the back be back? ticedWittman'sstrengththisweek. 
Kudos This is the first non-Beth game in scored eight goals in her last five After suffering a knee injury in "He looks perfectly healthy. There's 
Freshman women's soccer fiveseasons.Forthefirsttimesince games, as well as seven in her last the Bomber-Big Red scrimmage, no question he is in shape," 
goaltender Emily Johnson made 1987, neither Howland or the in- four. Her 10 goals so far this season junior fullback Jeff Wittman re- Butterfield said. The 25-year head 
her first career appearance last Sat- jured Beth Greco was in goal. are the most scored since Meg turned to action against the Saxons coach will probably insert his bruis-
urday. The Shutesbury, Mass. na- HowlandandGrecohadplayedin Pusey notched 11 in 1987.Bender last week. The Gates-Chili grad ing back into the starting lineup 
tive made one save in relief of se- the last 79· straight contests. has 20 career goals. , produced 22 yards on eight carries, against Springfield on Saturday. 
and is ready for more. "The knee A look ahead 
felt real strong," Wittman said. "I What will Chief mentor Mike 
was nervous about the carpet [arti- DeLong do to stop the Bombers? 
ficial turf], but I'm getting my tim- Try tooutmuscle them. IC is a com-
ing back." In his second week of pletefootballteam,asshownsofar. 
practice, the 1990 first team All- Delong's plan won't work. Predic-
American was back with a ven- tion: Ithaca 27 Springfield 14. 
The Per ect Present 
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Nothing But Stuffed Animals 
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DEMONSTRATIONS 
11 :30 & 3:00 
SUNDAY. oaOBER 6th 
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BOmbers on warpath tOW8ftf--Chief s 
By Jon Meterparel 
The way the Ithaca college foot-
ball team is playing.opposing teams 
may have to have a few extra oxy-
gen tanks with them on the sideline. 
The Bombers are simply causing 
their opponents to gasp for air. 
FOOTBALL 
PREVIEW 
Charger mentor Don "Air "Coryell 
anytime soon. The Chiefs keep the 
ball on the ground an incredible 87 
percent of the time. 
The men that will see the bulk of 
the heavy workload on the ground 
are senior fullback Rich Gray and 
halfbacks John Traudt and Glenn 
Healy. 
Gray is the top returning rusher 
from last year's 6-4 unit and enters 
Last week the trend continued the Ithaca game with 32 rushes for 
whenithacablastedtheSaxonsfrom 157 yards and 3 touchdowns. 
Alfred,31-8. ThisSaturday,Ithaca's Traudt (117 yards) and Healy 
band of traveling all-stars hits the follow Gray on the statistical chart. 
road once again, to take on Di vision "All three are big, physical runners 
II foe Springfield. and pretty versatile all-around 
The game will feature two clubs backs," DeLong said. 
on opposite ends of the football The man who hands off to the 
spectrum. stable of Chiefballcarriers is fifth-
After three straight road con- year senior Aaron Kelton. Kelton 
tests, the Chiefs will be happy to red-shirted his freshman year and 
return home to the turf of Benedum now has finally gotten the chance to 
Field. show off his talents. 
Springfield opened the cam- The Chief quarterback does not 
paign with a 21-3 victory at SUNY get a chance to show off his arm 
Albany. much, as his 6-20, 198 yard passing 
However, the last two weeks totals attest to. 
have been tough. The Chiefs lost a Engineering the wishbone has 
hard fought 4 7-31 decision to cross- been Kelton' s strength, as he leads 
town rival American International theChiefsinrushingwith247yards 
and were walloped last Friday by on 57 carries, with 4 touchdowns. 
Southern Connecticut, 31-7. "Aaron has done some nice 
According to eight-year Chief - things for us physically. He is fast 
head coach Mike DeLong, it was and runs the ball )Veil. His audibles 
the mental aspect of the game that could improve, but on the whole he 
was lacking in the two losses. "We hascomealongwell," DeLong said. 
made an awful high number of On the other side of the ball, the 
mental mistakes that we paid dearly Springfield defense has yielded293 
for in both games," he said yards and an average of 27 points 
Springfield utilizes a wishbone per game. Those are not exactly 
offensive attack, as Del.ong will earth-shattering numbers, but there 
not be confused with San Diego are a couple of players the Bomber 
"Aaron has done some 
nice things for us physi-
cally. He is fast and 
runs the ball well. His 
audibles could improve, 
but on the whole, he has 
come along well." 
-Springfield head coach · 
Mike DeLong on his 
quarterback Aaron Kelton 
up a fairly long kick return. Our 
kicking game has has been erratic 
and its something that we are trying 
to correct," DeLong said. 
'Ithaca has piled up 12 victories 
in a row over theChiefsdating back 
to 1978. Bomber head coach Jim 
Butterfield owns a 15-2markinhis 
career against Springfield. 
If the Chiefs are to suddenly halt 
their losing ways against the Bomb-
ers, they'll have to stop a team 
laden with depth. 
The :8ombers have functioned . 
offense will have to keep an eye out perfectly through thr.ee weeks of 
for. the season. 
Senior defensive tackle Fran Senior quarterback Todd 
Papesedero leads the Chiefs def en- Wilkowski has orchestrated the 
sive charge with 37 tackles and 5 Bomber offense beautifully. 
sacks. Against Alfred, Witkowski com-
Graduate student linebacker pleted 13of22passesfor224yards 
Kevin Handzel (29 stops), junior and 2 touchdowns. He also led 
defensive end Danny Shaughnessy Ithaca on the ground with 46 yards. 
(23 tackles, 1 interception) and jun- The records continue to fall as 
ior strong safety Lance Bacigalupo well for Wilkowski, as his 224 yards 
(23 stops) will have to be reckoned passing was good for sixth place on 
with as well. the all-time list 
"Most of the defense has been TenofWilkowski'scompletions 
playing fairly well, as a unit we've were caught by senior flanker Nick 
broken down in.a couple key spots," Ismailoff. 
DeL<>ng_stated. Ismailoff doesn't look like 
The Springfield special teams Rocketlsmailbuthesurehasplayed 
have given their coaching staff likehimlately.TheTrumbull,Conn. 
headaches. native has been a multi-faceted star 
Against -the high-powered with 507 all-purpose yards. 
Ithaca return units, the Chiefs can The Wilkowski-Ismailoff show 
ill-afford a breakdown. Senior has been supported by fine perfor-
kicker David Depasquale and mances from Ithaca running backs; _, 
sophomore punter Tony Vitiello are Junior Ari Forgosh (164 yards) and 
part s>f the special teams group that senior Keith Molinich (128 yards) 
has not perfonned well thus far. lead the way. 
"We've shown a weakness in Ithaca fans were rejoicing last 
~kickinggameandwe'vealsolet _ w~k whe~ they}eamed that all-
!IRE C/0?/ /;1/TEREtTEO /;1/ 
#lf/(/;1/; If 
everything fullback Jeff Wittman 
returned. Wittman saw limited duty 
against Alfred and will be given 
more playing time against the 
Chiefs. 
Defensively, one word charac-
terizes the Bomber 11, solid. Line-
backers Mark Phalen, Tim Allen 
and Billie Mays lead a group that 
has not yielded a score in the first 
three quarters. 
Unheralded senior Duane Titus 
and· classmate lineman Jeff Deak 
have pressured (?pposing quarter-
backs to oblivion. 
The secondary iswantedfortheft 
and grand robbbery. Senior An-
thony Milanese and co-captain Joe 
-Palldino lead the outlaw group. 
The list continues with the spe-
cial teams. Placekicker Matt 
Sullivan has tallied21 points and is 
16 points away from passing 1971 
grad Bob Ferrigno for first place on 
the all-time point list Punter Mike 
Schleer has been consistent with a 
34.5 yard average. 
Even though Springfield enters 
the weekend tilt on a down note, 
DeLong and his troops .are confi-
dent that they can tum things 
around. . 
!'The team is very.positive and I 
feel we will bounce back nicely. 
We play some -tough teams and 
Ithaca is obviously one of them," 
DeLong said ·· 
· . The Bombers hope to enhance 
their reputation in the minds:of the 
Chief coaches and playersdf the 
first three weeks of the season are 
any indication, that certainly should 
not be a prQblem~ 
. 0;1/E-T0-0/1/EROO# cft,/ITCII? 
If the answer is yes, then come to the 
· Office of Residential Life· ,,'.'l 
located in the East Tower Lobby and use the -
One-to One room change board~ 
The room change board is an easy way to_find 
someone who is interested in a change 
compatible with your own. 
A room change could be just o;ne room change ca.rd away! 
' '. 
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Bombers-take air show on ;Qid 
·, . ' ~ 
, With option stymied, passing 
·gaµ1e shreds Saxons, 31 ~8 
By Brian Lustig 
ALFRED- It could have been a 
perfect Parents Weekend at Alfred: 
beautiful (all colors, a nice dinner 
with Dad picking up the bill, and a 
nice, easy football game, with the 
Saxons hosting their friendly rival 
Ithaca. 
FOOTBALL 
Well, two out of three ain't bad. 
Saturday's game between the 
Bombers and Saxons was anything 
but friendly, as Alfred parents 
watched their kids get spanked 
Ithaca-style, 31-8. 
The two teams have a history of 
rough play that dates back to 1989, 
when Ithaca was upset 17-10. Since 
then the Saxons have done a lot of 
talking, as well as a lot of hitting. 
"The seniors told us before the 
game that we should play the game 
with our helmets and shoulder pads 
and not talk back, because Alfred 
has been known in'the past to talk 
dirty more · than play the game," 
sophomore linebacker Erik 
Ormberg said. 
Senior defensive tackle Duane 
Titus played when the Bombers 
were upset two years ago, and knew 
that Saturday's game would be bru-
tal. "I wanted to gear it up because 
I knew coming in there would be a 
lot of talk, personal fouls,and plenty 
of cheap shots," Titus said. He lead 
the Bomber defense Saturday with 
10 tackles and two sacks. 
mus expecrea somerougn pJay 
and certainly was not disappointed. 
The cheap stuff was prevalent 
throughout the game mainly due to 
the fact that the officials let the 
teams slug it out. 
One Bomber that felt the effect 
of the officials' leniency was sopho-
more noseguard Rich Gianforti. 
With about one minute remaining, 
he fell on an onside kick attempt by 
the Saxons and seconds later was 
speared by three Alfred players. 
The end result was a sprained right 
knee and the play brought an erup-
tion of anger from theBomberside-
lines. 
While it seemed like the game 
would turn out more like a boxing 
-',;';'' 
' , ' ' 
' -
-' ·: 
match, there was a game played and 
both teams had undefeated records 
at stake. 
Jim Moretti 's Saxon club needed 
no incentive against the Bombers. 
They showed detennination -- and 
flare -- on their first drive. 
After moving to midfield be-
hind a solid running attack, Alfred, 
faced with a fourth-and-two situa-
tion, sent in the punting unit. 
To Ithaca's surprise, Alfred 
threw for24 yards and a first down. 
TheBomberdefenseregrouped,and 
the Saxon drive ended with a failed 
48-yard field goal. 
The failed attempt kept alive -
Ithaca's record of blanking oppo-
nents ~ugh the first three quar-
ters. 
From their firstdri ve, the Bomb-
eIS were forced into an offense dif-
ferent from their first two games. 
The Saxons front line stuffed the 
ground attack, forcing quarterback 
Todd Wilkowski to air it out. 
On third and 15 he connected 
with flanker Nick Ismailoff for 39 
yards. The hookup was only the 
start of an impressive day .for the 
senior duo. 
For the moment, however, 
Witkowski continued to find his 
other receivers, as he hitJim Slayton 
for 10 yards. The drive culminated 
in a 27-yard field goal for Matt 
Sullivan, making it a 3-0 game. 
Ithaca put together a second-
period drive that was perhaps the 
best of the year. Wilkowski and 
Ismailoff hooked up five times on 
the drive, and junior fullback Jeff 
Wittman finally returned to the of-
fense, adding a couple of solid runs 
that kept the drive moving. 
With fourth and goal at the one-
yard line, head coach Jim Butterfield 
did not · hesitate to go for the six 
spot The call went to junior run-
ning back Jeff Adams, who plowed 
in for the score behind his right side 
blockers. The Bombers went into 
thelockerroom with theirslimmest 
halftime lead of the year, 10-0. 
The Bombers continued to rely 
on the pass in the secoi:id half, as it 
was becoming more evident that 
the running game was producing 
zilch. 
Butterfieldwasawareoftherun-
Ithacan I Greg Hollmann Sophomore nosetackle Rich Glanfortl (95) hauls In backup quarterback Cory Downs last Saturday. 
Senior defensive tackle Duane Titus (65) looks on. Glanfortl was Injured In the fourth quarter of a 31-
8 blowout during an onsldes kick. He tore both his medial collataral and anterior cruclate llgaments 
In the play, and will miss the rest of the season. Titus finished with 10 tackles and two sacks. 
ning problems and gave credit to 
the Saxon defense, which held 
Ithaca to 94 rushing yards and 318 
yards overall. "Alfred did a great 
job defensively taking away our 
option game and running atJack," 
Butterfield said. "Our kids, how-
ever, resoonded well and did the 
other things well enough to win." 
Two men who picked up the 
slack were Wilkowski and 
Ismailoff, who found each other 
again fora SO-yard bomb that upped 
the score to 17-0. 
Ismailoff, who had IO catches, 
202 yards and two scores, was 
named ECAC Upstate New York 
Player of the Week. "Todd and I 
saw in the films that they cheated 
on our option game," Ismailoff said. 
"As a result of the defense 
overplaying the run, our passing 
game opened up, allowing us to 
throw more." 
The Bomber defense contributed 
to the scoring in the fourth quarter. 
Senior cornerback Anthony 
eVEREX 
COIIPUT£R srsTEIIS DIVISION 
Milanese picked off a pass by Mark 
Downs and, aided by a great block 
by linebacker MarkPhalen,rumbled 
82 yards for the score. 
Ismailoff addeda41-yard touch-
down catch for good measure. It 
upped the score to 31-0 and pol-
ished off an incredible day for the 
senior duo. 
Saxon fans did get to cheer, as a 
touchdown pass by Downs and a 
two-pointconversion with a minute 
left cost the Bomber defense an-
other shutout. 
Despite another near-goose egg 
effort by the defense, Butterfield 
was concerned that the Saxons had 
342 yards to the Bombers' 318. 
"Their offense put together a few 
70-80 yard drives, which concerns 
me considering the stiffer competi-
tion coming up," Butterfield said. 
Wittman's return from a pre-
season knee injury was quiet, but 
that's the way Butterfield wanted 
it. "Wittman did a good job in the 
limited time he was in there.I wasn't 
"I wanted to gear it up 
because I knew coming 
in there would be a lot 
of talk, personal fouls, 
and plenty of cheap 
shots." 
-Senior Defensive Tackle 
Duane Titus 
going to put unneeded pressure on 
him in his first game back," he 
said. 
Wittman obviously wanted to 
be a part of the offense as much as 
possible, but said it was not smart to 
take on too much. 
"I played about what I thought I 
would, and felt a little nervous until 
that first hit,'' Wittman said. "I was 
thinking too much instead of run-
ning the ball the way I am capable 
of." 
The Bombers are now 3-0. 
Volleyball falls 
By Michael J.Kahan 
Power & 
The women's volleyball team 
ran into a brick wall against the 
University of Rochester 
YellowJackets. 
After winning the opening game 
15-6, IC dropped the next three, 14-
16, 10-15 and 12-15. Freshmen 
Tracy Swyers and Lisa Black were 
the bright spots for Ithaca.as under-
classmen continue to make a solid 
contribution to the Bomber season. Pair OIQDATA 
For information and pricing, contact: 
607-257-6332 
- Or stop by Muller 102 ... anytime. 
data-term.me 
"Complete Computing Solutions" 
. SALES • SERVICE • SUPPORT • TRAINING • LEASING 
SwyeIS had 12 kills and Black 
added 9 spikes in the Ithaca loss, 
which dropped IC to 13-5 overall 
and 4-1 in Empire Athletic Asso-
ciation play. 
Ethnic musical 
instruments from 
Africa, Asia, and 
the Americas. 
MPORTS 
0c1UTIQUE 
Dewitt Mall 277-3780 
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North Country weekend road 
trip produces win and tie 
By Aaron Williams 
The schedule makers weren't too 
kindtothelthacamen'ssoccerteam 
last weekend. Toe Bombers trav-
eled to the north country, playing 
two games in two days. 
MEN'S SOCCER 
However, head coach Andy 
Byrne's squad came away 
undefeated, pulling off a win against 
Clarkson and a tie with St. 
Lawrence. 
The Bombers' wereaidedintheir 
2-1 win over Clarkson Friday by 
the return of sophomore forward 
Tom Brown, who had been out with 
a knee injury sustained in the pre-
season. He scored the first goal of 
the game off an assist by senior 
captain midfie_lde( Peter Nagusky. 
"We got a nice lift from Brown. 
He scored a goal and played the rest 
ofthegame,"Byrnesaid Thecoach 
also commended senior goaltender 
Zac Shaw on hisperfonriance. "[He] 
had several big saves," Byrne said. 
Clarkson came back to tie it, but 
a score by sophomore forward Ja-
son Dove put it away for the Bomb-
ers. He was assisted by senior for-
ward Andy Poklad. It was Dove's 
fifth goal of the year, which leads 
the team. 
On Saturday, the Bombers fired 
nothing but blanks on offense, as 
they could only muster up a score-
less draw against SL Lawrence. "We 
dominated the game," Byrne said. 
"I felt like we should have won." 
Indeed, Ithaca outshot the Saints, 
14-4. "It was hard for some of [the 
players] to play back-to-back," 
Byrne said On the positive side, 
Shaw recorded his 27th career 
shutout for the Bombers, extending 
his Bomber record. 
Ithaca returns to action on Satur-
day,facingnon-leaguefoeNaweth 
College. 
"They have always been a tough 
game so I'm expecting the same 
from them," Byrne said 
Next Wednesday, the Bombers 
play RIT, a critical game in the 
Empire Athletic Association. "We 
must win that game to win the 
conference," Byrne said. Both 
games are at Upper Terrace Field, 
with the Nazareth game scheduled 
for 2 pm, while the match with RIT 
is slated for 4 pm. 
Bomber nine loses at LeMoyne, tops Mansfield 
· By Scott L. Matson 
"This weekend, win or lose, was 
valuable to the team. We played 
againstgoodcompetitionandfaced 
the best pitchers from each team." 
Those were the thoughts of head 
coach George Valesente after last 
weekend's split against LeMoyne 
and Mansfield. 
Saturday was a good test against 
Division I LeMoyne. Each team 
scrapped for runs in a 6-5 win for 
the Dolphins. Ithaca scored three 
runs in the third inning on senior 
frrst baseman Rob Coleman's three 
run home run. 
The Bombers picked up two 
more runs in the fourth on a single 
by JoeBrown,followedbyadouble 
-t,y-Paal Pedone and a sacrifice fly 
from John Shelsy. 
V alesente was not concerned 
with the run production. He was 
more impressed with the intelli· 
. gent baseball that the Bombers are 
now playing. "I am happy with the 
overall progress with the team. The 
players are working hard and malc-
ing an attempt to improve," 
Valesente said. 
The coach is still hesitant to say 
how much improvement there has 
been and how good the Bombers 
really are. "We have made im-
provements during the fall, but 
we 're not at the point we want to be 
at," V alesente said. 
When the Bomber nine plays 
intelJigently and starts thinking two 
or three plays ahead defensively, 
the squad will be at the point where 
Valesente thinks they should. 
"Baseball is a complex game to 
play well," he said. 
Geoff Mandile and Shelsy led 
the charge against Mansfield on 
Swidaywith three hits apiece. Ithaca 
scattered 16 hits in an 11-6 victory. 
Of the 10 players in the ball game, 
eight had hits. 
I o I 
Valesente holds himself ac-
countable for what seems to be hot 
and cold bats and high and low 
scoring games. 
"That's directly responsible to 
me," Valesentesaid In some games 
he chooses to be more conservative 
or aggressive with what he tells his 
players to do. 
Overall, Valesente is pleased 
with this fall season. Each game 
sees the squad improving in one 
way or another. There are quality 
freshman who are challenging the 
veterans for their positions. Some 
examples include freshmen out-
fielders Brian Lalonde and Dave 
Mahoney. -
The Bombers will bring the fall 
season to a_close this weekend. ·on 
Saturday, Ithaca will travel to West 
Point for a doubleheader against 
Army. Sunday the team will return 
home for· the season finale against 
Cornell at 3 p.m . 
. Friends of Israel Presents: 
An ISRAEL EVENING 
. Felaf el· with All The Fixings 
Israeli Folk Dancing-taught by an instructor 
Geography Games 
-and more!!!!!!! 
When; Sunday, October 6 • 7 p.m. 
Where; EMERSON SUITES A- Campus Center 
L'Lif ra'ot- See ou There! 
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Ithacan / Greg Hollmann 
JV gridders top Cortland, 14-6 
Freshman fullback Jason Blood hurdles over a teammate 
during the Junior varsity's 14-6 win over Cortland last Friday. 
Blood led all rushers with 89 yards and a·touchdown on 21 
carries. Classmate Cory Bataan also ran for a touchdown. 
The Ithaca defense picked off four Red Dragon passes and 
has held opponents to Just 15 points this season. Freshman 
linebacker Jonathan Genese led the tacklers with nine stops, 
while freshman defensive back Devin Lutes made seven 
tackles and swiped a Dragon pass. The 2-0 Bombers battle 
Hudson Valley Community College on South HIii Field Friday 
afternoon. 
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1------1 Waterproof Ultralights 
So you can take.on a~y outdoor-pursuit i~- · 
waterproof comfort. Our ultralight collection . 
features genuine handsewn moccasin construction 
and our ex~lusive Gore-Tex LeatherTM fabric lining. 
And they're crafted from specially developed 
Timberland leathers that will endure years of rain 
and slush; yet won't stain or lose their supple feel. 
Fontana's carries 75 styles of 'l!.-1...-.1--".1 &"" 
Timberland shoes and boots · llllllll:llilllU .._,-, 
for men and women. - , · 
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DelSign·ore wins fourth 
straight individual race 
By Rorie-Pickman 
It was a weekend for top notch 
competition and a sure test for the 
Ithaca College cross country team 
as they participated in the SUNY 
Cortland In~itational. 
CROSS COUNTRY 
Head coach Bill Ware referred 
to the Saturday meet as the best race 
any of his teams have ever run in, 
other than nationals. 
In the women's race, the Bomb-
ers placed second as a team, with 48 
points. Cortland, the second ranked 
team in the nation going into the 
meet, placed first with a score of 24. 
Following the Bombers were 
Geneseo, with 73 points, the Uni-
versity of Rochester, with 103 
points, and St. Lawrence, with 151 
points. 
It was the fourth victory in a row 
for junior co-captain Ann 
Delsignore. She placed first and set 
acourserecordwitha time of 17:27. 
The last time that record was bro-
ken was in 1983. 
Conland· runners took second, 
third and fourth place as well as 
seventh and eighth before Bomber 
Mary Halloran finished in ninth 
place in 19:04. 
She was followed by teammate 
Mary Casbarro, who took 11th place 
in19:22 and senior co-captain 
Theresa Tomazic who 
fmished 13th in19:26. Sophomore 
Gloria Hill fmished in 14th place in 
19:32. 
"The women are getting closer 
to what we are looking for,'' Ware 
said. "I was most pleased with their 
performance." 
The top seven runners from the 
team will have the week off, as the 
other runners compete in the 
LeMoyne Invitational. Ware said 
he did this to rest them before they 
run at Lehigh next weekend. 
The men ran in both a varsity 
andajuniorvarsityraceatthemeet 
In the varsity run, the Bombers 
placed sixth with 128 points. 
The University of Rochester, 
ranked first in the nation, placed 
first, with 35 points. RIT, ranked 
fifth nationally, finished next, with 
74 points. Cortland took third with 
94 points. 
Haverford came in fourth, with 
95 points, and St Lawrence was 
fifth, with 125 points. Following 
the Bombers were Franklin and 
Marshall, with 162 points, Geneseo 
with 193, and Brockport brought 
up the rear, with a 269 score. 
Ithaca's top five runners in the 
meet all ran personal bests. Jeff 
Dickens was the first finisher as he 
came in 17thplacein25:36.Hewas 
followed by Adam Eigenrauch in 
19th place in 25:39. 
Captain Jason Trumble came in 
22nd, with a time of 25:52, and 
junior Keith Volmar finished off 
the top five Bombers in 31st place 
in 26:14. 
"Everybody ran well," Ware 
said. "It was great weather condi-
tions, tlte competition was great, 
andwecouldn'taskformuchmore." 
In the men's junior varsity race, 
the Bombers placed fifth, with 98 
points. The Univeristy of Roches-
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· Two sets of twins i:nake four success 
By Rorie Pickman 
The Ithaca College cross country team is not 
only a successful program but also a unique one. 
Along with bringing together students who become 
part of the school's cross country family, head 
coach Bill Ware has also brought runners into his 
program who were already part of the same family. 
Twin brothersJ eff andJohn Dickens are one half 
of this interesting situation. While attending Odessa-
Montour High School in their hometown ofBurdett, 
John was a league champion in cross country and 
track. He also played on ~e school's varsity base-
ball team. Jeff was all-league in cross country, and 
he also competed on the track and swim teams. 
The brothers didn't start running together until 
John needed a fall sport for when he wasn't playing 
baseball. So, he-decided to join the high school 
cross country team in his senior year. "I thought 
maybe I could do better in running since it is a more 
individual sport," he said. 
They decided to both attend Ithaca College be-
cause, according to John, "It was a school which 
was close to home but far enough away that our 
parents don't come visit all the time." 
The Dickens have been happy with the program 
here and find that everybody on the team is good 
friends. "There is more team unity than in high 
school," Jeff said. "We 're close and we have a lot of 
good times together," John said. 
The Dickens have found running together to be 
a positive factor in their relationship with each 
other. "We each have someone to train with during 
the summer with a similar ability," John said. Jeff 
said that their running together has "worked well" 
but sometimes it is not always possible for them to 
stay together in a race. 
Ware had the Dickens brothers since they were 
freshmen and, at that time, he had trouble telling 
them apart. "They had the same haircut but this is no 
longer the case," he said. 
Ware said he is impressed by the brothers not only 
running together, but also sharing an apartment as 
well as the major in social studies. 
"It's more than just the running. Rather than 
competing against each other, they try to work to-
gether and help each other out," Ware said. 
The Dickens twins are no longer the sole twins on 
the team. This year, freshmen twin brothers Timothy 
and Tyler Van Epps began their careers with the 
program. 
After attending South Colonie High School, they 
decided to follow in the footsteps of their older 
brother, who graduated from Ithaca College last 
year. 
"Our brother convinced us to go here," Timothy 
said. "It was my first choice in schools." 
Unlike the Dickens, the Van Epps had been run-
ning together since day one. They both started run-
ning in seventh grade. "We work together, which is 
really good," Timothy said. "We push each other." 
Both Timothy and Tyler said they are very happy 
with the cross country program here. "It's a really 
good program with supportive coaches," Timothy 
said. Tyler referred to it as an "excellent program" 
and said he is enjoying it a great deal. 
The Dickens are in their junior year, however, 
once they leave, the tradition of brother duos will 
continue with the Van Epps. 
ter took first, with 25 points and 
Haverford took second, with 79. 
Conland came in third, with 84 
points and Geneseo squeezed past 
the Bombers to get fourth place, 
with 97 points. Finishing up the 
race were Binghamton and Franklin 
and Marshall. 
Bomber finisher, as he ran a time of 
27:22 for 12th place. Ryan Murphy 
took 13th in 27:23. Senior Marc 
Dovi was 15th in 27:28, while Mark 
Gathen got 28th in 28: 10. John 
Munyan was the fifth Bomber, as 
he took 30th in 28:19. 
"We're just getting down to the 
nitty gritty." 
The Albany Invitational on Oct 
19 could decide if the team will go 
to nationals, where they will be 
seeded in the meet, and who Ware 
will send to compete. He and his 
team still have two weeks before 
these decisions will be made. Glenn Cipolla was the first 
"Everything is hopefully going 
according to our plans," Ware said. 
The Bookstore LSAT• GMAT• MCAT• GRE WHY DO OUR STUDENTS SCORE 
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:ALL STUDENTS 
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Tennis-----
continued from back page 
namenL" 
Dunkiel, the fll'st seeded doubles 
team, won the championship against 
Terney and Jones from William 
Smith 6-2, 6-1. 
Women boote,rs. tie top~r.aJ1k~<,l .Her-ons 
Y anlm, the first seed, defeated 
Annie Boucher of Alfred. In coach 
PaulKommel'swords,Boucherwas 
"a remarkable player". Boucher is a 
fifty-year old college senior. "Julie 
played very well and will be forced 
to reckon with (the same opponent) 
in the State Tournament," Kommel 
said. 
It was a coming out party for the 
second seeded freshman, Cheryl 
Dunkiel this weekend, according to 
Kammel. 
"She played her best tennis yet, 
attacking the ball and hitting with 
great power,'' Kommel said. 
Dunkiel played with confidence 
and won in the finals, defeating St. 
Lawrence's Nicole Anderson 7-6, 
6-3. She also beat Ande.rson earlier 
in the season. " It felt great to come 
in ahead of St Lawrence. It was a 
good lift for our team spirits," 
Dunkiel said. 
Junior KenjaAckennan, the third 
seed, stayed undefeated, as she won 
the championship over Kim Parr 
from William Smith 7-5, 6-7 (7-3), 
6-2. 
At fourth singles, Allison 
Glassman lost a tough match in the 
finals 6-2, 6-2 against Saint 
Lawrence opponent Mia Ross. 
Fifth seeded Yael Levy was also 
victorious this weekend. She won 
in the finals against Dee Gallagher, 
a St Lawrence player6-2, 3-6, 6-3. 
They are not only undefeated, 
but they haven't even lost a seL 
According to Coach Kommel, 
"They are probably the strongest 
doubles team in thestaterightnow." 
Both Yanko and Dunkiel say 
they are looking foward to playing_ 
doubles in the State Tournament 
Dunkiel said,"We definitely 
have a· good chance to win States. 
We want it badly and we play very 
well together. n 
Playing second doubles were 
Levy and her partner Lisa BronniL 
They lost in the finals against 
Hartwick's Hallenbeck and 
VanSlyke 4-6, 6-2, 3-6. In third 
doubles,AckermanandseniorVicki 
Paul defeated StLawrence'sStrand 
and Perry 6-4, 6-4. 
According to Kommel, the team 
used their loss to Binghamton last 
Tuesday to springboard into the 
EAA's. 
"They demonstrated that they 
are a focused and powerful team, 
and they put on a dominating per-
fonnance," Kommel said. 
On Sun. Oct.6, the Bombers will 
take on Division I Colgate. Kommel 
said this match will be "a chance to 
stretch ourselves and see how far 
we can reach." 
Field Hockey 
Continued from back page 
Wynne Lobel. On the second day of the tourna-
ment, Levy had a long day on the· 
court, playing nine sets of tennis 
which included both singles and 
doubles. "Yael showed a great 
amount of fortitude and stamina 
andhasestablishedherselfasavery 
tough player," Kommel said. 
"Our slow mental reactions led 
toslowphysicalreactions. We were 
a step behind all game, especially 
on defense," Kostrinsky said. 
Ithaca put the game out of reach 
when senior Jen Allen scored off a 
Carpenter center with 6:57 left in 
regulation. 
Ithacan I Chris Burke 
The Ithaca College women's soccer team hosted top ranked WIiliam Smith last Thursday, and 
the result was a hard-fought 2-2 tie. Shown here Is sophomore midfielder Kristin Kaupang, as she 
battles for possessron of the ball. 
The~q_ibinedduoofYankoan_d 
Hhaca fell behind 1-0 on a weak Heron goal, but tied the contest at one when freshman Paige 
MIiier tallied with three minutes left In regulation. The Bombers' Intense pressure was also too much 
for a Heron lead In overtime, as sophomore midfielder Susan Condelll scored with six minutes 
remaining· In the second OT period. Senior Beth Howland made 15 saves In the Ithaca net. 
TRAVEL 
BOSTON 
PBILADELPBIA 
WASHINGTON D.C. 
NEW YORK CITY 
LONG ·ISLAND 
TICKETS ON SALE-
10 p.m. to 2 p.m. 
in StudeQt Union 
~-T~ursd~y & ·frjday 
· -.. -October 3 &-4 · 
-Monday,·Qct~ber 7:-Etiday, O«;tob~r:1~· . 
Monday, O_ctober 14.~W.ecJne~~ay, October 16 
, . . .. :,·:.· .. ·.~ \_.:_ .. l•~ ... ··-·~:~· 
,_ ..... .,.. 
- ..- . . No refunds· after Wedne~y 16. ·, .. , · .. 
If 30 seats are not filled py _:tyi~~day, October 14_, 
buses may be cancelled 
,_,.::. __ :_,_,_:__ ________ ~------.--
The.Shape 
of Thing~ 
To Come ... 
Summer's over. Time to get serious 
again about your workout. If 
aerobics, running, strength training, 
dance, swimming, cycling, walking 
or tennis are what keep you 
moving, let us help you move 
in style and comfort. We've 
got you covered, with the 
very best names in fitness 
apparel, footwear and 
exercise gear all in one 
place. BodyGear ... because 
your. body desen:es the l;>est .. 
~r 
: :_Fitness Appare(&.Aciess6ties· _:· 
For Men. Wome1:r&·Kids-· 
107 S. Cayuga St:Jthaca 
(607) 273-4327 Open 7 Days 
. ,, .. 
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Ithacan Sports BY THE NUMBERS 
BOMBER SCOREBOARD ATHLETE OF 
THE WEEK . Sept 26- Oct. 2 
Football '3-0. 3-0 EAA) 
Sept. 28 
Ithaca 31, Alfred 8 
Men's Soccer '4-0-4.1-0-2 
&Al 
Sept. 27 
Ithaca 2, Clarkson 1 
Sept. 28 
Ithaca 0, St. Lawrence O 
Women's Soccer <4-1-2. 3-0-1 
&Al 
Sept. 26 
Ithaca 2, William Smith 2 
Sept. 28 
Ithaca 5, RIT 0 
Field Hockey (7-1-U 
Sept. 28 
Ithaca 2, Messiah 1 
Oct.2 
Ithaca 2, Cortland 1 
Golf {1-3} 
Sept. 28 
Elmira 443, Ithaca 445 
Sept. 30 
9thoutof 12attheSUNYBinghamton 
Invitational 
Volleyball <13-5. 4-1 EAA} 
Oct.1 
Rochester def. Ithaca 6-15, 16-14, 
15-10, 15-12 
Men's Cross Country 
Sept. 28 
6th at SU NY Cortland Invitational 
Women's Cross Country 
Sept. 28 
2nd at SUNY Cortland Invitational 
Baseball 
Sept. 28 
LeMoyne 6, Ithaca 5 
t7 
Sept. 29 Sue Bender 
Women's Tennis (6-2} Ithaca 11, Mansfield 6 Special to the Ithacan/ 
Sept. 28-29 Pat Reynolds 
1st at EAA Championships JV Football {2-0) The junior field hockey forward 
Oct 2 Sept. 27 from East Amherst, NY scored 
Ith 8 C rtl d 1 Ithaca 14, Cortland 6 both Ithaca goals In the 
;:::;::;::;a::;ca::;~' ::;::;
0 
::;a::;n::;::;::;::;::;::;::;::;::;::;-:;~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;:;:::;::.::.::.::.~~~~_J Bombers 2-1 win over Messiah 
FOOTBALL FOOTBALL TEAM on Saturday. Bender has scored 1 O of the Bombers 22 
STA'JISTICS goals this season, and leads IC 1 K In points with 11. · Ithaca 3 7 7 14 • 31 Alfred O O O O - 8 
Ithaca Rushing 
Wilkowski 12-46, Wittman 8-22, 
Forgosh 4-16, Adams 4-4, Konick 1-3, 
Molinich 4-2, Murtha 1-1, Medina 3-0 
Ithaca Passing 
Wilkowski 13-22-224- 2 TD- 0 INT 
Ithaca Recjeyjng 
lsmailoff 10-202, Slayton 1-14, O'Neill 
1-6, Cahill 1-2 
The "!Umber in ( ) represents Ithaca's 
rank among the 16 Upstate NY teams. 
Points For - 114 (4th) 
Points Against - 22 (2nd) 
Rushing Yards Gained - 787 (4th) 
Passing Yards Gained - 456 (8th) 
Offense per game - 41· 4.3 (3rd) 
Defense per game - 286,3 (7th) 
Take/ Give - +2 (6th) 
•r • • - ~ 
CHAMPION UP-
STATE GRID POLL 
Pos. School (1st place votes) Pts. 
1. ITHACA (13) 73 
2. Cortland State (1) 59 
3. Union 48 
4. Buffalo State 27 
5. Alfred 11 
Buffalo State 11 
Com iled b Scott D. Matthews 
THE WEEK AHEAD 
Oct. 3- Oct. 1 O 
Thursday Oct 3 
Golf at ECAC Regionals at Colgate 
TBA 
Friday Oct 4 
JV Football at Hudson Valley C.C. 
3p.m. 
Volleyball at Juniata Invitational 
2p.m. 
Saturday Oct s 
Football at Springfield 
1:30 p.m. 
Men's Soccer vs. Nazareth 
2p.m. 
Field Hockey vs. Salisbury State 
1 p.m. 
Volleyball at Juniata Invitational 
9a.m. 
Baseball at Army (doubleheader) 
12p.m. 
Sunday ·'&1...2 
Field Hocl·ey vs. Frostburg State 
11 a.m. 
HOCKEY POLL 
NCAA Division Ill Field Hockey Rankings 
(Released October 2, 1991) 
No. Team Rec. Pts. 
1. Bloomsburg 8-0 120 
2. Trenton State 5-0 114 
3. ITHACA 6-1-1 108 
4. Cortland 7-0-1 99 
Lock Haven 4-2 99 
6. Salisbury State 4-1-1 89 
7. Messiah 7-2 85 
8. William Smith 8-1-1 78 
9. Southam Maine 6-1-1 71 
10. Millersville 5-3 67 
Baseball vs. Cornell 
3p.m. 
Women's Tennis at Colgate 
1 p.m. 
Monday Oct Z 
No teams in action 
Tuesday Oct a 
Women's Tennis at SUNY Oneonta 
3p.m. 
Wednesday Oct 9 
Men's Soccer vs. RIT 
4p.m. 
Field Hockey vs. William Smith 
4p.m. 
Volleyball vs. SUNY Cortland 
7p.m. 
Women's Soccer at SUNY Cortland 
7p.m. 
Thursday Oct 10 
No teams in acti(?n 
UPSTATE MEN'S 
SOCCER POLL 
(Released September 30, 1991) 
1. Rochester 
2. Cortland 
3.ITHACA 
4. Elmira 
5.RIT 
6. Plattsburgh 
7. Hobart 
8. Clarkson 
9. Union 
10. Alfred 
J. Gould's wishes to Congratulate ~-...e ~eiid.e.r, The Athlete of The Week 
.. -'/ 
J. Gould ·s 
Perfect Screen Printers 
Printing 
and 
Imprinting 
: on any 
Surface 
J. Gould ·s 
eT-Shirts 
• Sportswear 
eHats 
.clothing 
Perfect Screen Printers 
. 23 Cinema Drive, Ithaca 
. . . ~' 
Visit Ithaca's newest 
silk sere.en printer in 
our brand new shop 257-2204 
Orders also taken and 
picked up ·at these 
other Gould's locations: 
400 College Ave . 
111 N. Aurora St. · at ..... . 
turn off Triphammer Road by The Sheraton Hotel on Cinema Drtveand continue to the Small Mall. We're in the Bishops Building. 
• I " ,.. 
_____ ....;... ______ ,.;__....;.....;...:..;;..__._, ·:..;·...;.·..;..·,;,...;·. :··· ······. - ....................... . 
Unpredictable golfiteam · 
se·arches for consistency 
Spikers stung· by Yellow 
·._Jackets 
.. - ~ .. . - . -.. ·- ... 
' ' , 
.. .. .. .. • • " .. .. ........ • • • " • • .... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I 
-, 
/:.. ! 
· ·!<ooubler:trouble: ·twinsi· .~r.,: .. i--: 
.'.,' ;~(>rifus~·:"cross--country, .. ,,·. -· 
... page 25 · · . ~--P~ge ~7 ·· · ··· · - · , · ·· ... ~,~-pag, ~9 ... 
.. j,-: : .•. 
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Breaking away 
- Ithacan / Greg Hollmann 
Junior fullback Jeff Wittman tries to elude Dave Stlrpe, Alfred's senior starting strong safety. Wittman returned to the gridiron In 
1991 for the first time with 22 yards on eight carries. Hhaca won handily, 31-8, and remained undefeated at 3-0. See related story 
page 27. 
Tennis 
nets 
EAA's 
By Lauren Semmel 
The Ithaca college women' sten-
nis team was victorious this week-
end at the Empire Athletic Associa-
tion Tournament Championship 
(EAA) for the first time in eight 
years. 
WOMEN'S TENNIS 
October 3, 1991 
Blocks break 
Saxon backs, 
• secure win 
By Willie Rubenstein 
Welcome to the first edition of 
"In the Bomb Sight." a brand new 
featuretothelthacan'ssportspages. 
INTHE 
BOMB SIGHT 
This column will be written by 
Scott Matthews and myself, and 
look at little facts and nuggets from 
around the entire Bomber sports 
scene. . 
Weekly features will include "In 
caseyoumissedit." "Alookahead," 
and "Inside information :· 
In case you missed it 
Two great blocks 
During Saturday's 31-8 foot-
ball blowout of- Alfred, senior 
comerback Anthony Milanese ran 
back an interception for 82-yards 
and a touchdown in the fourth quar-
ter. It wasn't clear sailing the whole 
wayforMilanese,however. "Billie 
Mays nailed the first guy [in my 
way] on thehip,andMark[Phalen] 
took the other guy out. From that 
point on, I didn't look back," 
Milanese said. When told about the 
stellar block, Phalen said," I didn't 
thinkariybodynoticed." It's the little 
things that mean the most, or, in this 
case, six points for the Bombers. 
From goat to hero 
Milanese may have scored for 
IC the hard way, but he took the 
blame for a key Saxon fake-punt in 
the first quarter. "For the first punt 
in every game, we like to make a 
statement, so we put the block on/ 
Milanese said. "I was looking at the 
ball and moved inside, while some-
one squirted outside. It was my 
fault I got toasted by [Defensive 
backfield coach Tim] Faulkner at 
halftime." Milanese amassed eight · 
· tackles and a fumble recovery to go 
along with his touchdown. 
A milestone for 'Coachie' 
With a 2-1 road win at Lock 
Hayen lastmonth,fieldhockey head 
coach Doris Kostrinsky notched 
victory number 225. 
While that may sound impres-
sive at first, it doesn't reflect 
Kostrinsky's overall coaching 
prowess. Kostrinsky came to the 
Sou$ Hill in 1969 and was the 
mentor for both the field hockey 
Out of the eight teams that par- and women's basketball squads. In 
ticipated in the tournament, which M•lllllili.::!=~ just six: short seasons on the hoop 
washeldatWilliamSmithCollege, coon, "Coachie's" team sported a 
theBomberscameoutontop, win- · · Ithacan /Greg Hollmann 43-16 mark. Froin 1970-1986, 
$lg a to~ of 23 out of the 26 · lthaca•s SUe-Bender battles with ~rtland's Kelly Henry dLlrlng IC's 2-1 win at Yavlts fleld Wednesday. Kosbinsky was the women's_soft-
~~i:t~!:'t11eB0!11~Plsec-. '. '-Outp· ·erformed·,' Bomb'ers get b·y, ·Cortland .. '~~~~:1~~~=1~:, 
ondplaceweretheSai,ttLawre~ce · . . · · · - . .. . · . 94-18 perfonnanceon the hockey 
. Sain~wh~defeated1thaca5-4ear.: By c..,,_i.m.~oJI. . · . . · · · -The Bombers. ped tto 1 field.KostrinsqhasasteUanbree-lier in the~- · _ . . . . In a ~e that saw ~-IC field FIELD HOC.KE. y · 0 lead.. . the r:" . ou . 8 • .. ~ ~ .of 47S .. wiJls~ jnsr 238 
. . ·. SQpbomoreJulie YankQsaid. .. It · . hockeftearnoutshotandouq,layed, · · · · u1. ~od, when losses, •d:22 ties. Kostr.inslJ;· has 
_._w~. -~- ·~~~ revenge heatm_g: SL· _: ~Bqmo,ers~away.with:a~l ·.~~it ~ only t11~· ~d time·.w~ · :::~~~~~ ~ ~ter:for ·. 'r.<?~~~~-~nto(ner~~;J,er 
.,J.a~.Itwasagreat.~ee~gto .. Wl!,ove:i-_s~ ~d._ _ ~e'!playmf_to~~~."headc99eh.. : Cortlim,dtied_theB8Jlle early in . ~!8-~~·mto_l~~._sh~·~ ~e_. 
-;-~~-~t_on top. Defea~~ ~~ . . . ..I. ~~,n~ .. J?le"~ccJ:,~ .all. ~~ .. ·Dorl:s.I(.0s1tjilsky·881d .. . lhe second balfr wlieil,Carol.Mer• . third~~gest ~uve CflllCb m' 
;~~~-(~tbeS~T~:- .· w~oo.~on:n~-~e.~~lii:~.- ... : · AinyCarpenterl~theteamwilh . chantP*dlhebillpistICgoalie-' -~~giatefiel~-~~Y·.- .... _· .... 
- .. -: . See. ~Tamls," page 30· we w~-m s~w· ~QU:on.~_t there, . ·:one goal. and one.amst. See "Field Hockey~" page 30 See. "Bomb Sight," pa,e 25 . . . . . 
-·,, -r -·. 
